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1. Scientific and Philosophic Knowledge, -

i.e. Insight	 M, 4 1086b.. 7.5-20

2. Knower	 j
4	 of objects

Knowledge]

math	
' theoretical

I - science
Knower	 knowing	 Knower
I 9wlodge	 of	 Knowledge of objects ' ; common ;	 spontaneous

a ^,.	 b	 ` sense

philosophic ; critical

b presupposed - recalled

a not analogous mediated 

partly kn and partly ignorance

but proper and immediate 

e.g. seeing 

open; close eyes

independent de-

experiencing

seen

color

experienced motion-rest
number
size-shape

but not sense

Transcendental LoE;ia

T	 Aristotelian - Thew mist Analysis 	 - Mete-physical

II, 1	 Definition of soul (lect. 6)

II, 4	 Object ----Act -----)habit ---) potency -- 4essence of soul

# 304-8	 I, 87, 1

II gentian Analysis 

conditions of experience	 conditions of object of experience

synthetic unity of apperception	 Ich denke

0
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Lonergan Motets 1nsight
Lect-.1 * . p.2 (Ch. 1)

Forms of sensibility

Categories of understanding

Idesoe'lseson
Postulates of Practical Reason

TIT 0 eat 	 -rAbt	 bat 	r.	 Men qiitt	 dreaming

habit	 - 

I reflecting

'Theoretical .subj ec t------
0 !:-i .4:41' 	 t	 : fzolgil'.=	 intellectual_pattern, of experience.

differentiated consciousness
Srblitail4aaDsubject -	 - undi&erentiated individually--

Critical aubja nt I:

differ entiaedHi 4iiiorical

 Enow er_ 	differentiated.'

process
i

 . 7i!!! endntll
f
i

historical	 Ik--i.	 undifferentiated
_ 	

>•CIe•-•-i

Arist	 T'nouist

1. used their experience

2. did not develop introspective techniques

3. expressed their findings metaphysically

usedRoF Tgtx1.;nee
.2. develops introspective tecImiquO.

vnriution
3. does not presuppose a metaphysics
n --;1 1.4bcluees1-36a*Stglittysics

their description 

•388

1. • release to tension of inquiry

2. suddenly, 'unexpectedly

3. function not of outer circumstances but of inner conditions

4. .pivots between concrete and abstract

5. passes into habitual texture of one's mind.
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Definition of Circle 	 Inquiry
I/1
r i

First problem : equilateral.. triangle ; Image

Theoret : External angle.	 ; Insight
Definition

Formulation f
Set of def.

I.

Object of insight

Nominal

Definition
Explanatory 1

Implicit
r

D. Hilbert

Higher Viewpoints__

Inverse insights

Empirical Residue 

Hie et none - co,laborat ion

Individuality - Generalization

Chance variat ion - F4PIITT2 ges

1. Irrationals

2. First law of motion

3. Special relatiiity

/F/4 iv20M/(ESS'

Social Human Surd --J Dialectic



b) Are Metaphys.;

o) which Aq. developed.

Problems of
genesis of
wisdom

Ot

Loot. 2, p.J(Ch. II)
Lonergan Notes -lnedght

Priority of the Ontological 

._,unknown
1.

2.

Ontological as concrete

subject knout

Ontological as

reality ;'
• 'Known	 ,._.universal

Met.	 M, 9; 1086b 15-20

particular

given immediately

for proper knowledge

of ontology

^, '.7

ng his knowing	 ;	 qua

science

department of knowledge

a worked out with no presuppositions

E. Coreth, Metaphysik, 1961	 Tyrolic-Verlag
Innsbruck Wien Munchen

b presupposes	 Logic

not
a coincident

b but prior

Epistemology

Logically - 1. any statement has presuppositions that regard "being"

2. such presuppositions are conceived de facto in many ways

Parmenides Plato Aristotle Athanasius Avicenna
Averroes	 Aquinas	 Scotus	 Hegel

3. According to AQ to judge which is propr notion of "being! , is

fruit of wisdom	 I-II, 66, 5, 4m

4. wisdom is e) gift of Holy Spirit; 	 :



Curve fitting 

2. Computer

1 , __-..4.....
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Abattaotion
l /Impoverishing

addition;
'enriching

necessity of roundness of

plane

circumference

radius
cantor	 ! color

form

not immediately conscious eidos size

i materials

--""---species: seen in phantasm 

as color seen on wall

NAminal : how to use a common mame

EZplanatory : plus postulate 	 form

common matter

Implicit	 :	 just postulate	 form	 basis of intelligible relations

cf soul ,,-- ----% relation to acts

relat ion to body 

z 21st- =	 Met. , 17 , ti - =	 die ti-

proportionate object -- quidditas sine nature in materia coporali
existens

transcendent, only by analogy 	an essence

a form

Do not know Quid it Deus 

Scientific Insight 
3 cartwheel , circle

1. immanent intelligibility -or  fall

equality of spokes
2. clue ..-•'^'

bodies fall according to weight
9 correlation

f (s,t) gle 0

•



possibility ----,Empirical science

vs Rationalist deductivism

not based on abstraction

grasp of essence, form
essence

that by which we move towards grasp of form

Aquinas	 IN Ioan

Henry of Ghent
	verbum initiale •

verbum p erf ectum

b 	 Illustration from algebra

Let unknown be "x"

Transition to scientific inquiry

Let unknown be ' ,nature of 	 n

0

Lonergan Notes -Insight '

Loot. 2, p.3(Ch. II)	 6 '

3. transcends lea - line, point 

sensible - only in vacuum

1	 image of cart-wheel enough
.Tower of Pisa

field work 
',.,inclined planes

2	 data
 -'"^% cont inuons

^"'`^ discontinuous

necessity, impossibility

Scotus: all possible worlds

Aquinas: beatific vision
of XT

4	 influence on imagination	 Euclidianized

data remain same for good observer

5	 inmanent circle

external things

Heuristic Structures 

a	 quietly introduce new type of concept
not derived from our

actual understanding

circuit and movement to HV



Applications 

d2s

dt 2 s
-K2S sal

Lonergan Notes -might
Leot. 2, p.4(Ch•II)	 7=`

{

a	 Similars similarly understood 	 : 	 . 1	 •	 1 

	

phantasm	 insight

similarity of qualities 	 hard softcolor sound taste odor
wet dry

etc.

	

relations proportions 	1

law
d Let unknown	 ; 	befunction;

e above downwards .
Scissors

below upwards :

0 : f(x,y,z,t)

differential equations 

invariance

curve fitting

f Equation of continuity -- fluid in motion

Need consider only	 f(x,y,z,t) 0 0 that satisfy cliff. eq. 

$ Invariance 

theorems, Laws of	 Math	 ā same formulation in any country

Chemistry	 at any time

regard movements 

expressed relatively to reference frames

should be independent of hic et numc

Principles laws of Physics

Classical	 : Galileo Newton Maxwell	 Einstein 

	

A	 Discovery
Inferences from classical laws

	, B 	 Applications involves	 Laws
insight	 """

Situation

Thecr etical cases

one solution 
s - a Sin Kt 

di; - a K cos Kt
dt
d2s	 _22

dt	
= -a 2 a.n Kt

-K $



Lonergan Notes -InsiAt
Loot. 2, p.6 (Cu. II)

Newton -- body in a central field of force

Laplace - planbtary system

------------------------------

What constitutes theoretical case

One application of set of laws covers all phases of process

What defeats theoretical case

each phase of process involves new applications of laws

what each phase begins from has to be deduced from previous phase --

insight into end result -------- new application

non-systematic 	 sequence

series of breaks at pool

throwing dice

completely determinate

but not manageable

".if spiritual, not abstract system applied to odd 
Fallacy of Lcplace's Demon	 lots

if imeginetion, then mounting complexity 
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Loot. 3, p l (Cn. 2)

CIA salmi 

StFtistical 

1. Heuristic 

2. Structure

Heuristic Structure

I not yet achieved
Knowledge is

on the way

vs atomist	 of Prima :.:otter is

either a thing or nothing

neither a thing nor nothing

Human knowledge is a compound 

parts are components 	 I Sense Inquiry Image Insight 

Formulation Reflection 

Reflective understanding,

Judg,nent "_. .

Consciousness 

3. Heuristic Structure 

Parts components of knowing "on the way"

4. Classical Heuristic Structure 

from above downwards -- differential equations, inyari-
a	 each law	 ante

from below upwards -- measurements, curve fitting 

b	 complete  system of' exact laws

according to schemes of continuity, recurrence
c	 applications —'

without any such scheme

5.. Statistical Heuristic Structure 

a	 concrete coincidental aggregate of "natures of • . •

" state of . • • .'+ intelligibility that overides coincidence

that shines through despite random varia-
tions.
..w



Lonergan Notes - Insight

Leot.•3, p. 2 (Ch. 2)

b State known empirically by actual frequencies of events
Row often does Al B, C, D, .... happen?

scientifically by probabilities of events

Actual frequency 	 pi , qi , ri , 	  [i = first, second, third anything

Relative actual frequency pi , qi , ri , 	  [where pi + qi + ri ... = n1]
ni ni ni

Probabilities ideal relative frequencies	 , q , r
n n n

Differences ppi , q qi , r ri_
n n'i n _ ni n — n1

Random: if no law,system, regularity, predictability

If differences are random, p q r are probabilities
n n n
probabilities define a state

actual relative frequencies are representative
sample

A priori - games of chance -
heads up

initial position
tails up

tossing a coin 
linear and angular momentum

point of arrested movement

1. enormously large set of possible tosses

2. each completely determinate

position

3.no law relating momentum

point of arrested movement

4. divides into two equal classes

5. results cannot systematically diverge from 2

divergence from 	 is random

nn, n + 1



Functions

Diff. Eq.
Invariance

Calculus of probabilities

Eigen functions
Eigen values

Upper Blade

Math Theory of

ExactPrediction

Lect. 3, p. 3 (Ch. 2)

Lonergan Notes — Insight 
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A Posteriori Heuristic structure

Heuristic concept. Nature State

Prescientific 	 data of a kind	 normal abnormal
	runs

ordinary exceptional

Theorem 	 similars similarly	 states identical despite
understood	 random differences

Scientific Goal	 Law, function	 Set of probabilities

Technique	 Measurement	 Counting instances in
areab volume, period

Discontinuous data

Continuous law

Abstraction	 Other things equal

no coincidental
aggregates

Frequencies(including randon

Probabilities (abstract
from random)

Other things unequal 

coincidental aggregates

Fills out

blanks

Verification	 Convergence	 No systematic divergence

Note on Arist	 Thomas

1. Necessary laws in heavens

Terrestrial	 I ut in maiori parte
wS €Wl 't TrT2 .l

2. Terrestrial process	 a series of accidents

prime mover required to account for action here
now

prime mover is a cause per accident 

perpetual and continuous because of influence of heavens

3. No science of the per sccid ens

.. -	 W. or O

i



: coincidental aggregate 1 Whether QT satisfies--Ma
thi ss diff icult because
scientists mix poor

philosophy with science

Lonergen Notes - Insight 
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Lect. 3, P. 4 (ch. 2)

Classical H. S. attributes every event to completely determinate  laws

Statistical H.S. masters bog morass of coincidence

I probablerandom
by distinguishing

Arist -- no idea of classical law in terrestrial process as later conceived

no idea of probability as later conceived

classical determinacy	 I e.g. dice

statistical heuristic structure I 	 deaths
No contradiction b etween

Statistical objective



Operations External circuit 

Lonergan Notes - Insight
Lect. 4, p. 1 (Ch. 3)	 13

Canons of Empirical Method

Check

Selection

In....sight
Into
data

of sense

does our analysis of insight, heuristic structure, provide a systematic
basis for accepted scientific procedure?

If correlation	 hypothesis	 law	 probability	 expectation

theory	 system pertain to empirical science

1, then it involves sensible consequences

2. such  consequences can be produced, observed 

Descartes' Vortices exclusion of unobservable, occult, causes, Etc.

a	 cumulative expression 	 data, insight, hypothesis, deduction,

experiment, new data, new insight. . .

man knows what

he can make

fact can be put together in

b	 construction	 technological products

synthesis of natural objects

c	 analysis	 what cannot be made in actual

thought

cumulative verification 

check on accuracy of observations 

Systematization 

g	 Higher Viewpoints

Relevance 

1	 I

causes	 applied science

immanent	 intelligibility

f

2

final

material

instrumental

efficient

intrinsic form

non-conceptual ist

content of insight
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1
circle, s a 2 gt2 , Kepler's law, Newton's system, Clark-Maxwell,

Einstein

not to us, to our senses
resides in relations of things

but to one another: measure

correlate
empirical science	 measurements

1-	 --^t^

III Parsimony li	 only the verifiable,	 the verified 
1.	 -  	 u.r-'

ONE

4	 hypothetical 

1	 experential conjugates

2	 Events

specified by

Complete Explanation 

colours

heat

(impl;cu);n verified laws

What is "mass"?	 F =

"temperature"

"E H"

Question for	 I intelligence?

I reflection i

explanatory conjugates

G m--^--d

experiential
conjugates

explanatory

Explain everything vs obscurantism 

radiation

sound  	 > waves in air
•	_—_______p___nwsw.. ON-----..w M N

extensions
-----) Geometry

durations

VS	 Galileo, Kant
Appearance

Reality

r
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Statistical Residues 

1	 Mistaken idea of
abstraction

either classical
impoverished replicas 

of sense
or statistical

Correct idea 
of abstraction

disjunction does not hold

determinate law intelligible in explanatory
conjugates

nonsystematic
application of

intelligible in sensible
laws

sense

Classical laws abstract 1. in heuristic anticipation	 relevance and
parsimony

2. in experimental technique

in formulation

4. in verification

3	 Systematic unification  and imaginative synthesis (determinist)

indeterminacy of abstract

Existence	 of	 Statistical	 Residues
P, G, R, occur

Any event	 2. will occur if
U, V, W, do not occur

What is true of Z is also

infinite series,

can curve in upon itself - schemes of

true of PQR
UVW

2
continuity

recurrence

but this has to be shown to exist - it is a particular case

de se series divergent, scattered, coincidental

3	 whenever series divergent, scattered, coincidental

classical procedures bog down

mastery of coincidental by probability comes to the fore
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Classical
Complimentarity of Heuristic Structure

K •

'Statistical

1. Niels Bohr - Copenhagen	 interpretation of Q. T.

Nothing to do with present question

2. Two H. Structures - What is the relation between them?

A	 from side of knowing

B	 from side of known

systematical I  ---------) Classical
a As H.S.	 data are related [

non-systematically--, Statistical

which? in each case	 hypothesis and verification

b	 Procedures to settle for either in any given field cuts down the

"unaccounted for. • • •"

Boyle ----) Charles  —) Gay-Lussac --Wan der Weals

Probable errors

Mendel's Laws	 statistical	 classical hypothesis enes

 	 conjugates verified only in events '

events defined only by conjugates

classical - if other things are equal

statistical - how often other things are equal

Modes of Abstraction 

classical law -  only the systematic

statistical	 - systematic selling limits from which

non-systematic	 cannot diverge systematically

e. Complementarity in Verification 

1. if complete system of classical laws, P, is reached then there is

no possibility of a different complete system, Q

Complementarity in Knowing
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2 hence data cannot diverge systematically from P

3 however this does not exclude non-systematic divergence -
r

pots ibility of statistical inquiry

4	 Only if schemes for everything will statistical inquiry be irrelevant

But schemes themselves have to emerge, survive

And this is not splematic

f	 Complementarity in Explanation 

de facto	 in this world 

Essential

Existential, occurential

Not some - classical v-------/other data statistical

But same from different viewpoints

What is a lever`	 Vi hat are its laws?

How many levers:	 Vbhere	 When do they function

Question of spatio-temporal distribution, of event 

Complementarity in Known

10	 Not Efficient	 final material	 cause

but immanent design of world order

2° 	Not detailed account	 specific	 classical
laws

statistical

but generic	 if both	 (classical

statistioal laws
hence not subject to revision, if laws revised 

only if method revised 

Not	 complete	 conjugates and events

things and existence (later)

Not deductive

insight



Lorne,rggn ‘Notks	 Insigt
Lect: 5, p. 3 (Oh ..

,
SCkeitie:Of .iedUrrehce.	 If X occurs, X recurs

Conditioned:series of schemes 	 If P fuctoriŠ', Q can function

Q fUnctions, R can function

Seriation	 possible	 n*,j6rf 1/441CW m 11 a r laws

4

probable /	 what	 likely' on 	 of 4hiswor

,
actual' ----	 an't will fea'puper'n''(ed)

1111 

Probability of a Scheme

Scheme: If A, then B; if B, then C; if C, then D. .	 .

1. each event in any world situation will have a probability
;7 de

A, p; B, q; C, r; . . .,

2. if scheme not yet possible 	 occurrence of A & B & C will be pqr

now possible	 p + q + r
iy

3. hence Emergent probability ,-,-_ , `,jump4;from pqr . . . to p + q + r + . . .

when scheme cbetombsispossible:..;cr r	 rAtl	 .kz.,

4. when possibillir;rebliked in abcdrdfswithirprobability (Fi + q + r +. . .

„ themiprobabillistyof4Survival-z.,
-"fi-Armr,1-=

-------- 7c7-4:701; 7:7.7c7i7::17 	 ----------

Conditioned series oLi nterrtts, poj . re.,currence,,gchk-vyi jtI itpibbilities of emergence

n

1. Initial situation and probability of lowest .sc. beples4.;.P,..,y,-„, 4

pespsrpnpt,pf P and probability of next lowest schemes, Q

contraçtton ipfarea

3. Occurrence of ,Q and probability of next lowest, R

Initial large numbers beCauselcontracting areas 

Long periods of time beCauseiwithin contracted areas

Results assured, given sufficiently large initial basis and sufficiently
Iona cariods of time
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Scheme of recYrrence 

Conditioned' series of schemes

If X occurs, X recurs

If P	 can function

Q fiinctrOns R can function

Seriation	 possible 

probable+

Willi:Similar laws

„what is likely' on assumption orr, is-wor

actual	 —What' has 	 fraTpuper'n(ed)

-
Probability of a Scheme

. 	 -
Scheme: If A, then B; if B, then C; if C, then D • • • •

':%	 N`

1. each event in any world situation will have a probability
de

A, p; B, q; C,	 . . .
r74,c

2. if scheme not yet possible 	 occurrence of A & B & C will be pqr

now possible	 p + q + r
,z4	 ds“--4F-icitt,

3. hence Emergent probability cj.iii.umpJrom pqr . . . to p + q + r	 . . .

when scheme cbecomesispossible;n:; .;we	 t

4. when possibilitrreiallked	 abco:rdfewithirprobability 	 + q + r +. • •

hentiprobabilibt	 SurViva I 

Conditioned series! oLi scherles tof, recurrenc
•

? ,each -with its probgbilities of emergence, 

r	 t pn&sy.JaL.

I. Initial situation and probability of lowest schimes,,P.

OcEwrpnst pf P and probability of next lowest schemes, 0

contraction,of areai.„

3. Occurrence of ,Q and probability of next lowest, R
c ,„-ftit," C.*

Initial large numbers because contacting areas 

Long periods of time because witIin contracted areas

Results assured, given sufficiently large initial basis and sufficiently
Iona neriods of time

A II •
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Clarification by Contrast 

1. Aristotelian	 Prime movers - demythologized polytheism

Heavenly spheres - 47 or 55

Terrestrial process

Regularity and perpetuity of process due to  H. Spheres 

mercurial, jovial, martial, Saturnian

Immanent design 	: emergent probability

A Knew existence of problem	 jythiccl solution

abstract law	 (parsimony)

imaginative scheme

mechanist - each part of matter operates determinately on
other parts

determinist - there are no outside parts to interfere

probability = cloak for ignorance

natural selection of chance variations 

chance variations - probability of emergence

natural selection	 - probability of survival

but misses out basic element - conditioned series of schemes

related according to probabilities

Galilean World View 

mechanist determinism

confusion of	 It

3. Darwin

Indeterminism 

1. Rejection of mechanist determinism

2. Retention of a	 appearance

reality

b I reductionism



Lonergan Notes -
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Classical laws are macroscopic appearances

Statistical laws are microscopic reality

classical laws are not appearance

they ore verified 

b	 statistical trm;vs cannot be formulated

without presupposing classical concepts

Mass

Energy

Space

energy-ti me

position-momentum

Time

reductionism is just a b!under
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2+2= 4

Space and Time

1. Apply canon of complete explanation

I. Problem Peculiar to Physics

a	 Propositions

Expressions 10 +10 = 100

invariant some meaning no matter when or where
Expression	 stated

relative 	 different meanings when stated at
different places

times

ground of invariant expressions	 abstract

it is cold

iI fait froid

IND

invariant "is"

Maths
Chemistry
Biology

Pure water is H20

John is hare now

1. principles and laws refer
no problem Physics	 to local motions

2. expressed relatively to
reference frames

3. which are an infinity

d	 Abstract	 [principles and laws] demands invariant expression

Invariant expression reveals abstract [principles and laws]

2. Space and Time 

Given

M^,). in experiencing
Durations

`3in experienced

.4 in experienced
Extension

experiencer

Wt.

ti•
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Space - on basis of given

Time

Space

Time

in continuity with given

imaginary - with7poart given - anywhere will do

only if reference frames

1. Personal

Space

Time

26 Public	 Clocks	 Calendars

Moth
Special <—

Phvs

Transformations	 AT my right	 is A,T your left - Personal 

maps i o relate maps
Public

Special

changing watch Eastern Central Mountain
Pacific Time

Equations relating x y z t with x' y' z' P'

Generalized Geometry

Transformations from K to K'

a presuppose a geometry to determine ►ranf.equation 

b use Transf. equations to classify geometries

A geometry is a set of principles and laws

their proper expression is invariant

There are as many geometries as there are groups of transformations

that leave distinct sets of eppressions invariant
r	 1

ds2 =	 gii dxi dx ^	 I i . j - 1,2,3, . . .
It

_ where gi Lare covariant tensmrs of second degree _ _ _ _ _	 _
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What is Space, Time 

1. Extensions	 • ordered in a reference frame

Durations

2. Any reference frame is particular	 Lorigin, orientation]

and there are an infinity of them

Every reference presupposes some geometry, and there are many geometries

3. Convenient - Euclidean

Objective	 - the one whose invariants

are the  verified laws of physics

MMMMMMMMMMM

Absolute space

I vertical steaight line

parabola

penny dropped in train	 relation to sun

relation to nebulae

relative to set of eternal immutable places

true motion

Butrcet experiment proves true motion in sense	 it is true that water
is moving

does not prove that there is absolute space

•--w-$ Newton - divine sensorium

—4 Cambridge Plotonists - God real became everywhere, always

—•-j Kant - a priori form of sensibility

Antinomies

- - t

apparent motion 



spatial and temporal can interchange

Lonergan Notes - Insight 
tact. 6, p. 4 (Ch. 5) 24

Absolute Time 

If two events, P, Q, are simultaneous For one observer, then simultaneous for all

Quite apart from movement of clocks, earth, etc., there is some constant

velocity equally flowing everywhere that divides past and future in

same manner for everyone.

Apparent simultaneities - one true simultaneity, that is a little hard to come by.

Aquinas	 1. Tima is number and measure of motion

Many motions

Many times

2. Primum mobile

3. Copernicus

4. 2t=t'+ t"

which is the reference frame at rest

Michaelson-Miorlay	 experiment

5. Absolute lies not on level of particular events

but of "invariant law"

Rods and Clocks

I Galilean

Measurement
distance

Newtonian -
 time

invariant under all
legitimate transformations

Lorentz-E instein 

ds2 = dx2 + dy2 + oz2 - c2 df2

invariant is ds

as many measurements as reference frcmrs moving with relative const v



II	 Eiementar +i Paradcax
distance

1. Fitzgerald contraction 	 unit of	 shorter in K'
time	 than in K

2. (5) and (6)	 distance is between point P' at time t'

P" at time t"

(9) and (10)	 time interval is between clock at r

and clock at P"

queer method of synchronization

3. standard rod is spatio-t3rnporal

standard clock is spario-temporal

temporal component of unit of length
Frames normal wil;:n	 is 0

Lonergan - Notes -  Insight
Lect. 6, p. 5 (Ch. 6):' 1.5

invariant is ds

does length of bar vary with temperature

I with time

with local motion

with frame of reference

yesterday and today

here and there
cannot compere

spatial component of unit of time h 0

Measurement

Function of M - from things as related to us

to things as related to one another

Possible but clumsy - state measure in proportion a each to all others

Equivalent and neat - standard unit - to which all else referred

>^onventicnal - just this length
Standard unit (/'

III presumed or acquired knowledge



Concrete Intelligibility of Space and Time 

Matrix for Emergent Probability 

Size of universe

Duration of universe

Size	 snapnitude apart From geometrical

internally

Lonergan Notes	 -	 Insight ,

considerations

Lect. 6, p. 6 (Ch. 5)	 26

"big"	 "small"

growth expansion
spatial size varies

externally distance from eyes

temporal size external : x	 times

internal one second	 -	 short

20 years	 - long

Length size fitted into geometrical structure

straight line - points 

fixed, moving - distance at same time 

fitted into mechanical device - constant velocity -

object	 20
Measurement	 Newtonian	 standard 	^'	 7

measurements differ

because geometrical 

structures differ

Relativity "at the same time"

spatial standard - temporal component zero
Normal frames

temporal standard - spatial component zero

General Relativity

Measurement as interfering with measured (Q.T.)
Not



in every walk of life

Intelligence	 in every age, primitives, A,.H. C•, • • •

conspicuous by contrast with less intelligent

Similarities and differences

1. Question.; children

What? Why?

Blanket answers

2. Spontaneous accumulations

there exists a fund of answers

action
Q. A. Incompleteness	 word

thought
- New Insight

professional I
3. Spontaneous collaborative•teaching 	 communication of further

vnspecial ized	 insights

tested

^ accepted

4. Math, Sc .---universally valid definitions, postulates, deductions

method

CS - reach a nucleus of insights

situation
if a few more added, then

what is to be said

what is to be done

not analogy	 but constant nucleus

variable add;tion:

notnerage	 lization , principle, but proverb

va"idity of rules of grammar

5. Science ------) technical language rmoaurcment, things as related to one anothc

l ogical rigor, exhaustive communication
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Common sense--) not universally valid, not things related to one another

Ain general
—)does not admit formulation - nucleus not true 

`

^

Yin particular

no use for technical language, formal mode of speech

communication - one incarnate intelligence revealing itself

to another

"wink is as good as a nod"

elliptical - you understand or not

that is not what I mean

hint, suggest,

6. Selection 

1	 abstract system with sensible consequences

2 concrete nucleus able to deal with particular and concrete situations 

that m+' ke a practical difference

7. Not choice between 1. Lozic 	 Math	 Sc

2. Common sense

universal
but both

particular

8. Variants divisions of C.S.

every difference of geography, occupation, social arrangements

appropriate differentiation of C.S.

change place, persons, job - New variant needed

CS relates persons
things

. ,1things
CS development changes

pus
variable relation 

subjective field

objective field

to us
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Patterns of Experience

a sensation is abstraction

bodily movements
rrrr

occurs within dynamic context •r;;;
orientation of consciousness

not just succession

"real" and visible colours

"real" and visible shapes

Tholes and  Milkmaid

Biological pattern 

a beast of prey and qu, rry

but stream
interest
attention
conation

conation

emotion

bodily movements

new sensations

new movements

outer sense memory imagination

b animal and plants

both alive - plant no consciousness — slow adaptation

animal part-time consciousness - rapid adaptation

extroversion - animal consciousness directed on external world

built to deal with it in rapid adaptation

otherwise -daces„ asleep

confrontational element of consciousness

Piaget - developing  groups of operations

Aesthetic Pattern

1. experience can occur for sake of experiencing

beyond confines of serious-minded biological purpose

liberation of consciousness - spontaneous, self-justifying joy

2. play of children, games of youth, sunlit morning air, sweep of a perspective,

swing of a melody
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3. Insight - on ordering upon data	 not for	 truth	 Logic

images	 goodness Maths

Science

CS factualness

but in prior more general
beauty

less specialized

xpression of .ubject

Symbolic <
symbolic of unformulated

truth

goodness

Intellectual Pattern

aesthetic	 a liberation of sensitive consciousness

intellectual	 a new direction purpose imposed on
liberated
sensitive
consciousness

reorganization of spontaneous subject

SS
insight

truth

,- --------
part of a whole

affective

} functi'onal parts

whole man

aggressive
+	 voluntary

New WholeTheoretic Subject 

Hebrews and Greeks	 I	 Frankfurt

Dramatic Pattern of Experience

1. Ordina	 living -getting things done

but not mere subsistence 

ordered secured I ivin

dignified I iving 
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First work of art is in man's own living 	K; ,AO K=Xdtt

materials are given - form is to be added

4	 3	 2	 1
not freedom of poet,_ painter, sculptor, builder,

sir:ger

Embarrassment shame degrtadoxtion	 food, dress, sex
amusement	 laug!iter	 ridicule

Sqontaneoin}-Drama not a role to be learned, emotions to be built up

not first materials then pattern

first role	 then feelings

but I pattern emerges with the materials

L role emerges with the feelings

Industry

Technology

Financiers

Advertising

c`a c%
ina 61.nation

Basically appeal Is to dramatic
: ject

Elements in Dramatic Subject 

1. I psychic I possibility of drama = possibility of acting it out

1	 neural

ri uscular

2. ah imals very large differentiation of response to nuanced differences of
stimuli

but largely a native endowment

can be trained up to a point
0
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3. haz bagg2 s j.ni.tial s ic - my indctcnhiiaoy---r_roatest Verietrg

pianist

speech wailing and gurgling of infants 	adjuncts
reading

prattle of children 	writing

articulate communication of almost anything basis

conventional

signs

4. rsvch4c , 2211I21:4 	 -nJ r has crotx r lei:lende , Los e n ous rat e 

f3 a i

not determinate - ,g;3n }Id t 112

Israual, funpjApa2 (. .

of intellectua a.ttern subordinated totally to intolloctusl dd.ms

objects out -affective developraat

Censor an as )act 	nterde all e_.zce

D mat Ads

b. g Theoretic subject - ori.:nLtx on

organized for

b Spont_neous uubjcrt - open-gyyed thor within dramatic-practical
context

g Bias cultivation of c: blind spot not deliberate, chosen, prior

to emergence of images, insight

A emotional re uct10 2 ' '	 e g 2 plaid how /eviasion

either no Just ght

or, if it occurs, thin no retinue of complimentary

mist of obscurilty, 	sJAni_ ci n, ,n d 1ceisrurenre, Sg t

Lind re1io4Z41zat12a, Ansacurill ^n^i d s a

• • • • • • • )

iUm



Repression,  of !mar that leads to insight

Lonergan Notes	 -	 Insight
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not rejection of course of action

but prior exclusion .f-understanding

dream of lions and no fear
4 Affect slips along association path

not lions you are dreaming about

not understanding others •
5 Out of contact outer persona - anima

not understood by others
inner ego	 - shadow

harder to learnt profit by iccuniulated common, Sense of milieu 

Performance

slips of the tongue

dream us psychic ill-lability

obscurity - .preservation of identity of rational subject 

screening memories 

sexual development 
Oman

„)ipersonal relations
over years	 '`3chiid

biological development

Perhaps reason for exclusion - resists transf

Resistance:	 it is one solution to problem of living

repressed
Transference	 brought out into open

and expressed effectivity
centered on person of analyst

8 Stekel -	 scotoma - retrospective education

Sullivan	 selective inattention 

Clarke Thompson	 illuminating moment

Gregory Ti l hoorg

just
resistancePatients get all sorts of insights • but they are mistaken
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discovery	 asyciiogenic malagx - psy_chic_ cure
Freud  

-̂-sformukt ion -- within "scientific context" of mechanist determinism

pan  sexualism

"real man" is not the monster pulling the strings behind the scenes

artistic liberation of human animal

. r . saint, utaj.dds .
endless potentialities

`^^''^--.every abomination

'potentiality for abomir►ntiōns exists in us 

•	 but they are what we reject

they are not our true selves	 ,

our true selves are what Rio the rejecting



transforms
things

to
us

Common Sense as Ob ect

Common Sense	 relates
things I

Lonergan Notes •' rnsi t
Lect. 8, p. 1 (Ch.

Practical Common Sense

fruit gatherers

fishers - nets	 invention -- every man inventive

hunters - spears	 capital formation - obsolescence - new production

division of labour	 ; labourer

specialized skills	 skilled worker

technician

entrepreneur
agreement

group po l i tics 
decision

1 specialist in
a

challenge and response

Dynamic Structure
? RIME	 Fuihps

1. Emergent probability "if X occurs, X recurs" ' `Prince theApauper just
one

round

inanimate
1. rhythms, alternations of nature

animate

repetition
2. technology -

continuous belt

3, economies

4. Political machinery of agreement and decision

less and less importance to outer circumstance

more anal more to constructed habitat, tools,

to acquired habits and  ease in changing them

situation insight proposal decision action

new situation



fear desire

"Thou" not en object of scientific

but answering, personification SONO

Lnnergan Notes - Insight
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practical common sense of a group shoemaker

functional unity of practical developments

Intersupjectivity and Social Order

Intersubjectivity

I - Thou relationship

Life encountering I ife

Spontaneous structure of consciousness

IV,utual revelation of (Not inquiry,- investigation)
anger affection

Mother-child -
Father- 8

Extension to clan	 tribe	 nation

measuring

orc'ering

predicating

inanimate unknown

Husband-wife 

Social Order

capital formation

an added superstructure	 technology

economies

politics

soon not an optional adjunct but necessity

growth of population

standard of living

way of earning living
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Tension of Community

Spontaneity and intersublectivity -- You are Xfs - members of one another

and feel it

capital

Super-structure	 I technology

!

economies	 again members of cne another•

n	 politics	 but do not feel it

only understand it

se uential
change Time of adaptation Time of troubles (breakdowns)

Cultural development

Dialectic of Community

I	 Plato - / ristotle - t edieval - hlegel - Marx

2 Concrete, dynamic, contradictory

3 determinate events

reduced to either or both of two principles

principles opposed yet bound together

principles modified by their consequences

4 determinate events — sock-historical

spontaneous intersubjectivity
two principles

practical common sense

demands of intelligence rationality
opposed

demands of spontaneity, affectivity, repose

common sense has to take rebellion of
modified by consequences 	 spontaneity into account

adaptation of sensitive spontaneity

situation - insight - proposal - agreement - action - new situation
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Sias 	 ).  progressively, cumulative m uddle -

common nonsense  -----

Individual Bias 

Egoism, Altruism Good and Bad

carnivorous animal

care of offspring
not on level of animal spontaneity

but on level of intelligence rationality

ir should one love oneselt

in popular sense NO

properly	 to love to will the good for someone

one must will wisdom and virtue for self

finest things in the world

without them one can be a	 neither
friend to	 self

nor others

Egoism	 not spontaneity with intersubjectivity

not proper love of self - wisdom and virtue

but a biased ilevelopment .lf intelligence

Really intelligent, detached - cool schemer, shrewd calculator, hard-
headed, self-seeker

does not indulge in wishful thinking

But only up to a point - stops short of understanding more than is to

his interest

that won't work you got to live charity
begins at  horns

instrumentalism pragmatism
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Group Sias

Egoism  of the group, 	does not have to defy judgments of others

all in the group think for the group

judge the rest of the world

Group 	industry	 -	 • division of Tibor

technology	 differentiation of skills

economy	 differentiation of minds

polity

G	 superstructure of induced schemes of recurrence

adaptation of sensitivity, intersubjectivity

draws on imagination emotion sentiment confidence

familiarity	 loyalty 

an inertial force

Resistence to intelligent, reasonable change

against the interests of the group 	 featherbedding

Cycle of situation	 insight	 decision	 action

operative	 no group resistance
insights	 ^'$ to advantage of powerful groups

inoperative

distortion of social process

stronger, advanced
stratification of groups

weaker, backward

social function
differentiation of groups '̀' \̂

7 social success

reactionary
dominant

progressive

depressed -----> I iberal
Marxist Class "%*r	 '-^j revolutionary
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General Bias of CS generally

men - rational animals - development of animal more rapid, more assured

The Longer Cycle

Shorter cycle

Longer cycle to larger theoretical issue

to long-term results in the long
run we shall

.1 all be dead

few make rationality center of their lives

center of their thinking
judging

Common sense	 a special branch of human knowledge

all special branches apt to think themselves the sole

valid reliable form of knowledge

C.S. apt to do so

most ignorant

more than any other

of itsel f

of others

"'est cannot conceive Marxist
philosophy as a set of principles

Longs for discussion, compromise,
like good businessmen

blind to larger issues

to long-term results

e1ominant groups	 their advantage

depressed groups- >clamour for generalization of advantage

general blindness

to higher integrations

only ;.practical ideas are ideas backed by fear
cult of

desire	 r ower

to be intelligent and reasonable is not enough



y

'culture	 ). ivory •tower

religion . 	  affair of .heart

	  high technical competencephilosophy no firm grasp

no grasp

Lonergan 1 ,:otes - ` Insi
Loot,. 8 / p. 7

Implicdtiōns _of

l	 Cumulative deterioration of social situation

lass • and less realization of wu. d !dorm, enhe,ent whole

. more and more a sat of arbitrary fragments
sumo groin like tumors, others atrophy

situation an • s jeetive sure. - r. b joct . yff inverse insight
2..r ousting irrelevance of detached and di ,ioterestitd intelligence'

irrelevant to life, as it is, because theyy are rational

life is penetrated with surd ,

3 Surrender of detached intelligence

it becomes the spokesman foi' the vital, real, things as they are

it ceases to offer independent norms

it finds its norms in the reality of hvindn living 	 in,so far as , intelligent

into far as , dbsurd

syncratism, empiricism, positivism, pragmatism, instrumentalism

4. Succession Of 33wer viewpoints adaptations of theory to practice

in limit

practice. is totalitarian

Catholicism - t•rp$estant revolt - Religious wars

'Rationalism

Liberal ism

Totalitarianism consciously devised  myth
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Things

Unity - `identiy - whole

of a kind in some determinate aspect - precision from other aspects
data.- "

'Individual, concrete,

insight - one and the same in those dnta

Extended_ in  space

f ermanent in time 

Subject to change	 :

particular aspect 
Fredication 	 : data as of totality

abstractive 
Syllogism - Moon, phases, sphere

Syllogism in limit : Marter - Form - Moon

things as described, related to us
Supposed by science :

things as explained, related to one another

investigation
through things as described

verification

all of them

all their aspects
whole

;descript ion
Thing: ,

conjugates

events

Thing to existence

subject to revision	 Chemistry 

as	 conjugate to event 

Thing: - particular - of a kind - - reversion to phantasm

a thing present

b thing distant (use of frame of reference)

c	 thing as scientifically described (use of description)

Things as related to one another - not ima finable

in order of truth being 
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,same meaning as thing
Bodies	 +

%•same meaning as 	 already	 supposes environment

out	 extroverted

there	 spatial

now	 memory	 imagination

real	 meets biological needs, ends

Galileo	 secondary qualities : not already out there now real

Descartes 	extension is material substance : is "already out there now real"

Newton	 true and apparent motion

Cerkeley 	primary qualities also appearances

Hume	 data of consciousness also appearances (airead y in hare now)

Kant	 _rscheinung 

"already out there now real"	 pre-intelletual

pre-rational

arises apart from questioning

cannot be undone by questioning

unquestionable

> pre-intellectual, pre-rational
Two meanings of reality 

. ; experience
and understanding
and true judgment

'ianimal
aiid

human



confused whole
apprehension of

"really real"

i foregoing mixed up with thing

Intuitionism	 Phenomenalism	 Idealism	 Existentialism	 Realism

IMP

Genus as Explanatory 

h*.echanist - real = already out there now

Determinism - related by laws

Any higher order - further body interfering with laws

0

a fecal pt of extroverted biological consciousness

Lonergan Notes - Insight 
Lect. 9, p. 3 (Ch. 8) 

also intellectual I also rational	 also experiential
ContradictorL pr rtias

non intellectual I non rational

Only problem is to eliminate confusion

Two principles

connected

opposed

Thing E. intelligible concrete unity rationally affirmed

experiential conjugates and C-S expectations	 thing for us

explanatory conjugates and scientific probaiOIN  es I thing itself

necessary supposition	 sc. invest and verificat



lonorgan i^:utes -- lns;oitt
lect. 9, p. 4 (Ch. ) 45

11	 Thing - unity	 identitywhole	 differentiated by_ conjugates 

C i and C I each defined by mutual relations

no logical transition

Physics
- `	 material things

Chemistry -'^	 •
 yĀ 	 ,

2r1.,
" .• .

-^'• ;"ā animals

Sensitive Psychology..

Bioloby

Ti with conjugates Ci and schemes Si suppose aggregate of events Elf occur
in Ti

regularly though not accounted for by Ci or Si

then necessary to conclude Ci and Schemes S. and Things  Ti j

No logical transition

Transition as of higher VF 	 new set of terms and relations

Things within Things

if any datum pertains to a thing, all its aspects pertain to that thing

in so for as - physical law
hence no possibility of

in so far as - chemical low

laws of lower order verified in T i prove that C 1 are in Ti

but do not prove that Ti are in T j

Things and Emergent Probabili ty

EP accounts for emergence of ever more complex schemes of recurrence 

but materiae dispositae advenit forma 

so G.E.F. accounts for emergence of Ti - H29
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Species

just as genera	 Ti	 T.	 Tk

so also species Tim	 Tin	 Tin

where Ci w Cm C	 Cn
i	 s T o

intuition of 3eina, Essence

math

science

common sense

insight accounts  for

not a matter of inquiring and understanding

seeing deeply into real

please prove 
that
 alleged intuition exists

"body"
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Judgment 

1 ,

2 .

utterance

sentence

proposition

merely consider — e.g. read — see what he is saying

agree _disagrees assent dissent, affirm deny, true false 

/ intelligence
questions for

^ ----....reflection	 Yes	 Ns

personal commitment - could soy 	 don't know

could rephrase, revise

distinction

resp risibility intellectual probity,

levels
outer senses

presentations <
consciousness higher

presupposes, complement.

lower

intel l igence

reflection

partial contributions to a whole

proper content of judgment Yes

No

total content of judgment

Yes to C. for reflection

about conceptual synthesis

due to understanding plus image

as many acts coalesce into one knowing_

so many partial objects coalesce into one known 

0
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what is experienced is investigated

what is investigated is imagined

what is imagined is understood

what is understood is conceived

what is conceived is reflected on

what is reflected on is grasped as unconditioned

what is grasped as unconditioned is affirmed

judgment = single increment in knowledge

surrounded by retinue of complementary
judgments

clarify, explain, defend, complement

direction of attention

evaluate new insights

finds formulations

influence Yes or No of new judgments

coherence or incoherence —)revision

Qn with answers

QQ awaiting answers

Contextual aspect

Fast to present

V ithin present 

Present to Future

dynamic erocess 



A
•
• • %

If A, then

formal inference if If A. than C" and

intelligence

Syllogism from viewpoint of

judgment

stand for true judgments

:::.rgan Notes - insight 
loot. 10, p. 3 (Ch. 11 49

Reflective  Understanding
cmanatio inteligibilis 

2. x grasping the sufficiency of the evidence

if not grasped -- 1st would be mare guessing, not judgment

if grasped	 :•oubt would be silly

1. /+n Pst

it suffices - it is an : absolute
3. only sufficient reason is an unconditioned

less does not suffice

<assent is unconditioned  (i\ewman) - not justroportionat3 to evidence

a more or less.

If some evidence, perhaps
probable

not sufficient	 possible

truth is an absolute - once true, true for everyone 

expression may need to be changed

Cesar crossing Rubicon

objectivity is an absolute  4 not what I imagine, think, seems

I buy what is
formally (only Cod)

4. unconditioned
virtually : conditioned with conditions fulfilled

non-inferential when "if	 than	 and "P" do not stand for true judgments.

5. fulfillment - data

link	 - intelligent and rational process from data to conditioned 
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anal"sis ' of iudgmetlts exceedingly complex

many sensations --> one insight

many insights ---) beginning of judgment age of reason, 7

adult, 21

wise man , 40, 60, 80

Emphasis falls upon fulfillment - concrete judgment of fact

"something happened"	
I
 suppose; fuiniIiar known context

8. Emphasis falls upon correctness of insight

i'!o further relevant questions" - hits the bull's eye

Not none seem to me - but there are none

;rash
Temperament

':ihesitant

Supposes
self-cor-
recting
process of
learning

Each has to make his own judgments on his own responsibii.

Some judgments - not ever hesitant 	 hesitate

Others	 - not ever rash	 venture to prono1

Common-sensa j':dgmnts 

cf a concrete judgments of fact

b correctness of an insight

c common sense use of analogy and generalization

Source spontaneous	 qq

accumulations	 self-correcting process of Ioc

collaboration

Cbject things-for-us/ things as describes as concern of everYday

Relation to Sc 	S c	 begins from thing as ordinarily described

moves towards its own description

knows thing as explained
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hence no.reat conflict 	 provider: different domains are recognized

commas same unable to put in qualifications

sc!entisis lung Incapab!e of doing so

not two tables but one in terms of both ordinary description

scientific explanariun

r or 	o.— or a• r • so an so — r •. w — O w N• am — r

f robabie judgments

1. Not probibil ity in sense of ideal frequency

a judgment is not probable because it occurs frequently

Not just a guess - an unmotivated amser Hon

a non-ratio;iul venture

approximates, approaches, converges on ''unconditioned" 	 •
if you know truth, why inquire

what does this mean	 e.g. loto -
if you do not, how can you recognize i

just as reaching truth, so coming near it can Se recognized
tami l i^a, i ty

self-correcting process of learning moves towards a limit
master of situation

when nimost there	 probable

science moves towards a goal of complete explanation

all that	 explains
if, hypothe.!s A explains



if
0
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J,nalytic Propositions and Principles 

Synthetic	 regards	 insight

•'. not ytic	 regards	 judgme;tt	 unconditioned 

Propositions	 fulfilment 	definitions of terms

Iink	 syntax (inking teri;s to complete sense of .:^ntence

If such and such definitions accepted, then proposition must be accepted

2.3. If A is what has relationF to C, then there cannot be an _A
without relation R to- B

Principles 	Lefinitions are accepted	 if defined exists

if defined (in sense defined) occurs

in concrete judgments of fact

Every contingent being has a cause
both analytic propositions

the necessarily existent exists necessarily

Both become analytic principles when there occur the concrete judgments of  fuc,r

1. contingent beings exist

2. CA exists and Cod is necessarily existent

	Transition from object of thmght to existent	 contingent being

	affirmed	 God

	 • 	

Provisional Analytic Principles 

Concrete judgment of fact asserting existence of defined is a

prol+ahle judgment -

Result	 analytic principles that are provisional

accepted as long as judgment re-
garded as probable

.t.rthur Pap, 	/'. Priori in Physical Theory	 Insight	 p. 309.



Function as a set

of definitions

Lonergan Notes - Insight
Lect, 10, p. 7 (Ch. 10) f..:3

Suppoce	 Coyle's law in determining Charles

Coy!a .'nd Charles in determing Gay-Lussac

Suprort, 	Feriodir; Table in Chemistry I

kaathematical Judgments

for intelligence - grasping point

al
for reflection	 - checking

hence - Minims m Thew; 	1. /vathematics deduces what is implicit in axioms

NN. 3wrbo	 2. i•roblem of foundations is not mathematical
problem

i. lnimum Theory Insufficient - 1. offers mathematics as analytic propositions

but not all analytic propositions seem to be
mathematical

there is a; significanceipossessed by math

not possessed by any analytic prop. whateve

2. does not account for genesis, development of
maths

yucl idean insight needs control

but also it is needed

refuses excluded middle

demands construction of all basic terms

not accepted because rejects large sections of "classical" maths

would be accepted if he could construct

to some extent he is doing so

Intermediate Theory . , (Puss; th? . ... ."dialectica"
[sciemice

interaction between math and other cultural phenomena literature
philosophy

logic

lti :aximum Theorm ! . .S . Brouwer
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* Note

Older Theories 	V:' hitehead-Russell -. reduce to logic

hli!b' rt	 rnotk	 infinite operations

logic	 fiiif'A operations G^del

Ladriere

Lonerqn r 	axioms are ^ytn!ly analytic pr l„hples

i.e.	 n.ath's deals with series

series of numbers	 integers, rational, real,
ordered sets

series of geometries

series of functions - t.nalysis

seris of manipulations - E.I9ebra

the whole series does not occur in concrk to judgments of fact

but some member of series	 i . exists

2. is an idealization of
what exists

3. is connected with a

wiles of which some

member is Cr; idealize-

. Hon.

MI • NO - r

Gonse: Or
* Intermediate Theory	 Growth(?) "dialectical'

•
interaction between maths and other cultural phenomena	 science

literature

philosophy

logic
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5elf-f ffirmation of the Knower

ffirmatlnn - e positive judgrnen:.

Self	 - unity 	 !r. concr:•Fe yarticular data

under all their asp,;:ts

Self-affirmation - at once affirms and is affirmed
	subject	 object

Knower	 - provisional 	xli	 being

	xtii	 objbcrivity

xiv-xvii	 is this view correct

	ono who experiences inquires	 imagines

understand conceives 	 reflects

	, grasps unc.ort iitioned	 judges

does all these things col.r ieusly

Conditioned - I am u knower

Link	 - I am a knower if I perform such and such acts	 definition of
meaning

what the acts are - familiar from chaps 1-10

Fulfilment 	- in consciousness 

already out there now
Consciousness 	...-rte already in here now	 inner intuition

concomitant - along with the act

reflexive

- ii u3ry + Imajp; + 
insight

 4 thought

reflectionI grasp unconditioned I af—

firm

introspective

••::1iēd^..4



Lonergan 1• .otes	 -	 !might
Lect. 1 i, p.	 2 (, -h.	 1 i) S6

Fulfilment h Concomitant

tatting,

sweat j
bitter
soli
sour

rt

touching

' hlt -ce., l d
i wet-dry
I rough-smooth

soft-hard
hnavy-I i ht

ima ining

image

insightact:	 seeing, haurin	 , smelling,

content:	 colour,	 scimd,	 oder idea

not only content but	 alat.: act IF given

concomitant consciousness }: glvenness of act

mrirical	 merely given

Intellectual	 what is given is conscious  intelligence at work 

r

	1 	 intellectus agars	 - inquiry

r

	!r 	

ossNlis	 - insight

emenatio int	 - concert, thought
r

S
t

re
f

Rational

rr

l
r

r
f	 r
r

1	 1 stupid
only via consciousness - acts descriptively (?)

intelligence of suLject

silly

agens	 - reflection

^.ossi^ilis	 - reflective understanding

emanatio	 - judgment

surd

ungrounded

reasonableness of suaject



0

in Kant

"empirical ego"

l

/s given
	4

(What does that mean)

cf PV	 64

l.onergan Notes - Insica•
tact. 11, t:. 3 (Ch.iT 

.

5,

not only datum

4 never had c ;:zr! 'r ce of understanding
but also embarrassment 	 I

of inquiring 1
Intell

of thinking

1! flavor had c xp::rience of judging rationally

Unity of Consciousness 

what is experienced
on side of object 	inquird about

imagined intelligently

on side of subject 	cannot be inq'iiry about what I do not experience

no insight into your images

cf Kantian	 "synthetic unity of aornrcepr;on"	 Ir.h denke

a logical conciltion of possib!l ity

not given in consciousness

object of inner intuition E. phenomenon

experiential fulfilment

not qua affirmed

qua conceived

but prior - REVERSAL
2	 4	 8 16	 32

	

32 16	 8	 4	 2

just seeing needle at number

seeing foot rule beside dimensions 

REVERSA;. to consciousness



Lonergan Notes » Insight 
tact. 11, p. 4 (Ch. 11) 3

Is fulfillment riven	 Each must answer for himself

iut if question put, then rationally conscious -	 m I

if question put, I know ;Aa; ii ,.deans

Wha? do "1" ',eon by " 1 "

1 could gc about defining ss I am a man, rational animal

-	 a subject, when awake

but t;iwre is a pr;. r knowledge (component) by which

1 can tell what is meant by "I", which definitions are
correct

do I see or am I blind

hear	 deaf

touch	 insensible

'try to understand

did I ever understand

did I ever think out just what I understood

did I ever reflect

grasp sufficiency evidence

anyone who denies that is crazy 

Self--affirmationas Immanent Law

If Socrates is sitting, necessarily he is sitting 	 + conditioned necessity

Not	 1, I might not exist, 2. ► might not be a knower
absolute
necessity	 3. I might be a knower of some different type

Am I a knower - Yes is a coherent answer

No is incoherent

I do not know - if I know I do not know - I know

I do not know I do not know ;`NSWE



Lonergan Notes - Insight 
tact. 11, p. (Ch. 11) 59

Scepticismus universelis apt 	 empirical
^.	

uses his	 intellectual con-
i.e. .Vistotle	 Get the sce tic to talk	 rational	 scious-

mess
does not acknowledge them or

their implications

contradiction

Natural law	 on love! of mind
W. 2L

I cannot avoid experience

I cannot repudiate my own rationality

! cannot repudiate my own intelligence

"cannot" 	not absolute but conditioned necessity

it is just a matter of fact that I have a mind

it is just a matter of fact that my mind is what it is

Basis if Metaphysics -  factual 	cf Pure Reason

Description and c planation 

description  - such and such acts	 e.g. initial description of Insight
experience

explanation - defined by mutual relations

reflection - unconditioned judgment

form
inquiry - for - insight -

common matter
essence

about	 into
NGTNING I-NPOTF:ETIC/ L

data	 phantasm

SUisJECT :.C1S REL./TIONMS GIVEN



Lonergan i':otes - insight 
Lech 11, p. 6 (Ch. 11) 60

Not subject to revision	 in any non-fanciful meaning of term

c ppeals to further data — unaccounted for

all previous
revision E-----.3 understands 	 data

inn further

and so at least 's more probable

experience

revision involves	 understcnding

judgment

implicit in any judgment of fact

fulfilment	 -	 data

link	 -	 Weiiigence	 j	 ants  subject

unconditioned	 N	 judgment	 1

Contrast with Kantian Analysis

1	 We arrive at self-affirmation

Kant has only	 1. phenomenal "ego"

2. logical postulate of synthetic unity of apperception

2	 Kantian inquiry deductive - conditions of possibility of knowing object 

Ours introspective 	- what are the activities

do they de facto occur

Kantian thing itself ' noumenal unknown

Ours	 thing as explained

4	 Kant	 -	 synthetic a priori judgments
universal and necessary

Ours	 -	 judgment of ,articular concrete fact



Lonergan Notes - Insight 
Lect. 11, p. 7 (Ch. 11) 61

Relativism 

1. vs Empiricism - presentations alone do not account for human knowing -

intelligence needed

2. Realism vs Relativism - judgment vs intelligence  and sense

3. Criterion of truth = unconditioned

reached by understanding everything

and we do not understand everything

internal relations 	no father without a son

everything so related and so no term known until all relations known

Basic terms defined by operations

operationally no obscurity

"is" = Yes

"This" = reversal to sense

"Typewriter" = machine for writing

many further questions

but also initial s of fact - via "virtually unconditioned"

internal relations confined to explanatory system

also facts, surds



0
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 --- ^
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Notion of Being 

Lonergan Notes - Insight
Lect. 12, p. 1 (Ch. 12) 62

unity on side of object
I an

4	 1	 Notion -- - objective of Lure desire, of dynamism of intellect` sit
quid

	

Implicit - Every concept qua realted to judgment 	 visit
3	 2 Concept r	 id cui sun modo competit esse

\` Explicit - Theories of Being 	^~
experience

2	 3 Knowledge -- Judgment	 rior to unconditioned 	 thinking

1	 4	 Idea	 4--	 - Divine Essence I content of unlimited act of
understanding

in terms of the defined, of what the defined is, man h rational 
animal

Definition
\

xin terms of the operatior },s by which we

defined

12

asserts	 if you know, you know being

if you desire to know, then you desire to know being

does not assert : whether you know or what you know

Unrestricted Might there not be something beyond range of our minds?

If we ask about it, included in range of our questions 

Spontaneous 	It already is had prior to any reflexive explicit account of it

Notion	 of finality (materi(' appetit formam)

hunger (finality given in empirical consciousness)

wonder	 (finality constitutive of intellectual consciousness)

reflection (finality constitutive of rational consciousness)

T
are concerned with defined

conceive

know

defined

ua finality constitutive of intellectual and rational consciousness._._r. 	
noesis

intentio intendens - intenta	 pensee fcensante - pensee
noena



notQns omnia facers et fieri

concept	 ! essence

judgment	 I existence

known	 by act

defined bt act
•^. ..rr'

is to Ī

Lonergan totes - Insight 
Lect. 12, p. 2 (Ch. 12) 63

Is notion of Being abstract 

It abstracts from nothing

It is aria not only to knowledge but also to concept of anything

unrestricted potentiality 

actually does not include

potentially it includes all

potency for  act 

analogous to abstraction - something that be added and not expl ieitl;
can

and actually added yet

different from abstraction - abstraction is an omitting what later can be added

potentiality is for act but of itself is not yet act

has Being presuppositions, properties 

has all the presuppositions and all the properties of all that is

Has notion of being presuppositions, properties 

it is intellect _qua unrestricted potency 

so it has presuppositions, properties of intellect cua unrestricted

All-pervasive	 underpins

renetrates

goes beyond

Core of Meaning	 If you mean, you mean being



Lonergan Notes - 11_1414
Lect. 12, p.3 (Ch. 1-21- 64

f uzzling	 1. What stands to all concepts as	 prior to all

penetrating all

going beyond all

has not the same properties as the concept -

2. assume that it has and puzzles follow.

Concepts of proper knowledge express act of understanding -  e.g. circle

bees concept of being express act of understanding.

1. %'1e do not understand everything about everything

2. God does

3.	 e naturally desire to know God by His essence

Is notion of being an essence : 	 Has it an essence?

It includes each and every essence

It goes beyond each and every essence

It is prior to thought of any essence

penetrates every essence

goes beyond every essence

Knowledge of divine essence 	 Knowledge of everything about everything 

Divine essence includes divine power

Knowing divine power ° Knowing possibles 

Is it an univocal or analogous concept 

It is not a concept

Is it univocal - qva potency 	 (one and the same	 potens omnia 

analogous - qua to be actuated by many and diverse essences 

each with proportionate existence



Lonergan ti.otes - Insight
Lect. 12, p. 4 (Ch. 12) 65

Is our kn^ of being guidditative or analogous 

Short of beatific vision	 - analogous

via beatific vision	 - quidditative esse a essence Li power

is it a genus

N. T. Schwartz	 New Scholasticism	 27, 1953, 373«403

Cenus does not contain its \own differences

color	 is added to by "red" "green" "blue"

12(2.1191is not added to

but includes "red"	 "green" "blue

Cenus as denoting 'potential"	 "determinable"

- in the object

- in the developing knowledge of su ā ject

Being is concrete

but universal is known, is not concrete

so knowing universal is not knowing oeing

M, 9, 1086b 1:-20	 Generally	 1. contextual character of judgment
10870

2. some science is of contraries.

Total Abstraction

i.e.	 can abstract "man" from "hand" "eyes"

cannot abstract "hands"	 eyes" from man

it is something like that 	 ,except that it is not abstracted



Lonergan Notes - Inight
Lect. 12, p. f (Ch. 12) 66

de ' facto	 we wonder reflect

these activities have all properties of notiong of being

1. abstraction a useless hypothesis /14

2. abstraction a false hypothesis

1. being is not just a concept

both precedes and  goes beyond 

2. if abstract then a minimum concept

but being all-inclusive, concrete, maximum tho' potential

3, abstraction is of essence 

only essence of being is divine

A priori 

1. not given sensibly - it is an intellectual notion

2. not intuiting	 - a mythical theory of knowledge

symbol affect-laden image that conveys a meaning and
mediates an aprrehension of values

myth 

imposed on object on real object - it is just what real object is

on sensible object - sole component in knowing is
not sense

insight enriching adds intelligible
nact

distorts object	 no, perfectly transparent

direct
what is it	 insight

inverse

Is it	 Yes	 No

1. final does not deny exclude efficier
causality

2. final is given in consciousness

efficient includes thing not l known

5.	 is final

efficient



just a check

aot a star
argument

vs Avicenna's separate agent
intellect

we argue from
intellectual light
as de facto given

unavoidable
unresistable

Lonergan i ,iot es	 Insight
Lect. 12, p. 6 (Ch. 1 -2T—r7

.Aquinas

1. Wisdom - superior to Intellectus to science I-1l, 66, 5, 4m

- know being and not being, ea quae per se sunt entis

• not deducible from principles

basis of all principles

every term presupposes a notion eof being

- wisdom late - orders all and judges ail

hence "being" not to be settled without thought

by appeal to what is evident

to max 1 ignorance

, stupidity

1 silliness

2. Ar natural desire to know	 Meta. r ., 7.

Aq unrestricted - Quid est Deus = Know God by essence = Vision of
God

ens I, 79, 7

1, 79, 2

CG, II, 83, 31

3. because intellect is unrestricted "amnia"

4. intellect fully in act must be infinite

t. being is	 se naturally known

cannot be ignorant of it

cf natural knowledge of Logic

6. intellectual light, an immanent reality

De Ver., q. 11, a. 1, ad 3m

CG II, 77 1:

7. do not see but participate eternal reasons 	 1, 84, 5

nonnative knowledge = of nature

absolutely normative =_qatu _e of intelligence, rationality 

we do not intelligently investigate nature of donkey because
we have become donkeys intentionally

but because we participate God



:ems as on level of intelligence, concept

1. Farmenides

2. Plato
	3 /	 a
	• o Y	 OUK OV' forms E c c)"

3. Aristotle -To 11. iQ-V Et i tt(L = CUT V TO Ll EC Vat
J	 /

oUa- teC

Lonergan Notes - Insight 
Lect. 12, p. 7 (Ch. 12) 68

Other Notions

	

4. Scotus	 = not nothing a minimum content

	

Hegel	 = minimum position

nothing merely thot •• being : nothing
essence

relng as compound	 existence	 Cajetan

O.K. for "beings" - distributive sense

but also "being" - TO 7%c(fr universe - collective sense

and prior to both	 potentiality to either



Lonergan Notes - Insight 
Lect. 13, as 1 (Ch. 13)64

objectivity,

human Knowing

Cyclic

Cumulative

jud

and

exp

context of judgments

int. hab. of understanding

memory

1 Principal notion - patterned set of judgments
` .sense

Iletiotively

2 Partial experiential
c empirical consciousness

pure desire

whole hand	 back

3 Partial normative -''''
vs other desire

postulates no valid
proposition

4 Partial absolute virtually unconditioned ( this is a wolf

i Principle Notion

Pattern

! am a knower This is a desk	 I am not this desk

B	 Not in any single judgment

experiential
Not prior to any judgment

' normative

Some validity as component judgments

C	 Commonly node and commonly regarded as correct

Everyone feels he knows what is objective knowing

Especially of saying what he means

e.g. typewriter is real because seen

not real if no typewriter exists



Lonergan ivotes — Insight
Lect. 13, p. 2 (Ch . 13) 70

D Being known by many judgments

Outside being there is nothing 	 objectivity is not from outside being

anot knowing self, knowing knowing, and then going beyon
Transcendence

but knowing being, and distinguishing

Absolute Objectivity 

unconditioned outside interlocked field of conditions and conditioned

formally - only God

virtually - a de facto absolute : all human knowledge contains factual
element

Withdrawn from relativity to subject 

not what he feels, imagines, thinks, what seems to him

can be truly contradicted by no one

publicly 

identity end contradiction 

rtains to single judgment as single

absolute obtectivity - vs invariance

vs absolute space	 absolute time

Is	 is in space

is # is in time

Normative Ob ectivit

why
pure desire	 ,4 unrestricted	 vs obscurantism

whether
detached	 - other human desires interfere

disinterested - reinforcement from narrowing
source - science if useful



as T V T n•O010.

systematic	 ---_/ elassical

non-systematic - statistical

3. syllogism

Loinergan Notes - Insight 
tact. 13, p. 3 (Ch. 13) 11

defines objective	 understānding

Truth

defines means to objective - free rein to qq , for intelligence

for reflection

grounds all logics and methods - 1. Identity and contradiction

2. excluded middle

as unconditioned

Experiential Objectivity
intuitive of reality

Given as given - not adding further judgment
appearance

U questionable - prior to qq. - not an answer to qq

Residual: what is left when subtract 	 I instrumental acts of meaning

judgments
j

concepts
j

insights

Diffuse : not defihad of itself

Equally valid in all parts	 without it no inquiry	 understanding

screening	 only to departmentalize

Defined implicitly	 what is presupposed and complemented

by qq insights	 concepts

reflective understanding judgments



Lonergan 'Notes - Insight 
tact. 13, p. 4 (Ch. 13) 72

Observations

Can be• the notion employed by CS

Observations

Can be• the notion employed by CS

Normative

presupposes

. Sim no guestions 

if many judgments, in appropriate pattern

if only one judgment,

if no true judgments

knowing'
(Composite account of 	 + 	vs Atomism
Nobjectivity

Knowing - not by analogy - but properly 	 '

deduction -	 immediately

presupposes	 experiential

requires	 unconditioned

if applied then other judgments

Minimal	 • What is objectivityWhat is objectivity

if answer intelligent„and reasonable 	 Normative

Select some element out of composite objectivity

Acknowledge only cognitional activity corresponding to that objectivity

sense
Experiential objectivity •^

consciousness I Emeiricism

iconsciousness
intuitionism

intellect

Galil ,
e Newton

Phenomal ism 	 Berkeleyi
I Hume

I Kant

at universals
taking a look	 at principles

at truth

0



Lonergan Notes - Insight
Loot. 13, p. (Ch. 13) 73

Normative Objectivity 

validity of nature as norm - .Plato	 (Voegelin)

validity of transcendental logic - Kant

validity of dialectical logic - Hegel

validity of exigence of Casein - Heidegger

authentic Being

bsAbsolute Objectivity

Pure Reason = vs all human judgments factual

Scepticism

Empiricism

Combine all three E elimination of Intuitionism

Phenomenalism

Plato	 Rationalism

Kant
Scepticism

Hegel

He!dagger



Antitheses	 Objectivity
experiential
normative

Lecture
Lonergan Notes

14, p. 1 (Ch.

extroverted

- Insight
1'-

subdividion
absolute
prinoipil

consciousness of already
out there now

concrete universe of being rail and apparent /

amp mystery of
Self-affir- int conscious native bewilderment life
mation of rat subject suffering

maze of philo-
sophies

Not merely conflicting propositions but also eonflioting orientations 

elementary;,
aesthetic

polymorphic human consciousness 	 dramatic
praotioall
intellectual
mystical

spontaneous subject

theoretic subject

oritioal subject

A Self-affirmation

Being : what is intended by the pure desire to know

what is to be known by understanding fully

and judging truly

Objectivity	 Experiential

Normative
•

Absolute - what is that it is - what is not, that it is not

Prinoipal - there are knowers and knowns

B Unesoapable as long as subject is in intelleotual pattern of experience

amp of experience
subject int

rat
oonsoious	 all of understanding

of judgements

presupposed by all
possible objections
of	 rational

intelligent
appeal to experience

Still subject is rarely in intellectual pattern of experience 

consciousness ( ordered 1" functionally for knowing
4 structured

affeotivity voluntary subordinated to inquiry

0



Common sense
Logic

So e3" nfio MethodModes of learning

Lonergan Notes - Insight
Lecture 14, p. 2 (Ch. 14) 	 75

Spontaneously subject is another pattern

dramatic - dealing with people

practical - controlling, using things.

• then cognitional aotivity is part of whole man

transition to theoretic sub jeot = transition to UNREAL

does not seem real to me

theoretio
subjects

practical
p Coc rrPx KT L Kōs

all psych. aots
Structure of Consciousness	 Single interdependent whol

—	

only cogn. aots

Table
Mode of apprehension of World

Giraffe

- - - — - --- — --- -- — -- -- ---- -- -

oonorete and partioular realities oonorete and partioular
as fuhotionin g in oonorite 	 realities in natures,
situations	 universally, in ibstraot

possibility

------- ------- ---

Languages 

------- ------- ------

Everyday speeoh

MOD

Teohnioall

--- — — -- ---

Sooieties Extensions of natural unities

family clan tribe nation

Set aside practical
concerns, feelings,
effectivity
Construct in accord
with laws
Transform, Transcend 

OP	 So Oa ON

Ultimate oriteria	 Symbolically apprehended

Analysis seems destructive

Logic, Method
an objectification of
normativenoss of subject



Lonergan Notes - Insight
Lecture 14, p. 3 (Ch. 147

---7T-

Critical Subject

1. Reflexive pattern of consciousness
emp.

besides CS

Self-appropriation of	 int.	 " besides mediation of theory
rat. /immediately given

subject & his ants C
properly known

CS
2. Knowschis own knowing ( What are they?

Scientific
Hence can understand judge evaluate oritioize relate unify.

CS exp.
3. Develops his own technical language -- 	 objeots of

Theory 1
und.
judg.

4. Spontaneous subject a member of a society - family clan tribe nation
custom, traditional wisdom,
proverbs, stories.

Theoretic subject - student of societies
political

seen through mediation of theory etonomio
technologioa 1
psyohologioal

homo per se - average man - differentiated types of men

Critical subject 1. relates CS of his society to successive CS of other
sooieties;

2. sees his own understanding judging choosing
in - function of past with relevance to future;

3. is historical subject

5. Meets issue of ultimate criteria

spontaneous - globally apprehended - symbolioally expressed

theoretic - fully objectified

Can compare z languages -- translate -- transoultural.

exp.
critical - int. conscious subject grounding all criteria.

rat.



spontaneous
III. Critical philosophy beyond horizon of

theoretical

Lonergan Notes - Insight
Leoture 14, p. 4 (Oh. l4)- 77"

Horizon

I. formal object - ens, amnia

proper objeot - quidditas sive natura in materia oorporali existens

horizon	 quidquid reoipitur, ad modum reoipientis reoipitur

Piaget - any apprehension 1) uses acquired groups of operations
2) can adapt them only slightly 

II. Theory beyond horizon of spontaneous subject

1 wants to know what theorist knows qua homo

wants to know it in CS fashion qua spontaneous subject

wants to learn it without technical terms

if theorist says something, he somekow understands
wants to fit into CS apprehension
tries -- puts difficulties -- seems to me

if theorist solves them -- still more difficulties
judges by results

subject

Theoretical subject know how tolconstructl	 a theory
test

Supposes oritioal philosophy tra new metaphysics
,	 a new branch of science

a new theory of knowledge
a new oonanon sense

of self-appropriation
Cannot envisage meaning 	^CS

of its role as ground of
theory

Not a matter of what Aq., Kant, Existentialists, Logical positivists eSAY --

-- What I am, do	 immediate proper explanatory 

Levels of Realism

Spontaneous subject Realism is the doctrine that asserts the real existence

of tables and chairs, streets and houses, plants and trees, dogs and Oats,

horses and cows, wolves and bears, birds and fishes, men, women, and children.



(Levels of Realism Cont'.)
(Spout. subject oont' . )

Lonergan Notes - Insight
Leoture 14, p. 5 (Ch. 14)'—"`'!S"

The apprehension of the world is apprehension of

concrete and particular realities.

How does he know? He does not know -- if pressed,

he will give contradictory answers.

Erroneous philosophy -- Show him a picture book and

then take him to the zoo --

Totemist, animal worshipper -- that is silly --

Bewilderment.

Soienoe is knowing because of ballyhoo -- because of

praotioal oonsequentes	 any detailed account -- Bewilderment.

Realism of Theoretic Subject 

includes spontaneous realism - :his home, wife, children, friends
wasn't always a scientist, philosopher

su bjeot of 2 patterns, 2 apprehensions, 2 modes of learning, 2 languages

2 societies, 2 apprehensions of criteria

Mhish is the real?

is philosophy to be based on CS?

• is philosophy to be based on scientific theory?

is philosophy to based on both? ,

is philosophy to be based on neither?

oommou sense is mixed with common nonsense

difficult 
science is su-bjeot to er etual revision ----4 relativism

m xa wii s en, amateurish philosophy

Critical Realism: reflexive subject as basis of unifioation, criticism, completion



Lonergan Notes - Insight
Lecture 14, p. 6 (Ch. 14)

Underlying Problem

Ambiguity Problem of development, clarification 

Knowing composite on 3 levels 

Objectivity composite 3 partial components 

Amb/talenoe Problem of orientation of subject =- polymorphio -- men makes himself.'

Theory beyond horizon -- Linguistic analysis 

Critical reflection beyond horizon -- Metaphysics logically first

not is Philosophy? Ultimate expression of the ambiguity 

and ambivalence of polymorphic 

human consciousness

Hence philosophies ma2,  oontradiotory,  disparate --

genetic sequence clarificationsy

dialeotioal sequence 	 ) ambivalence l surd
Positions invite development development

Counter-positions invite reversal 4O eliminate irrational 
prerational 
non rational

coherent
with

incoherent

real is being
knowing is composite structure
objeotivity is oomposite structure

emp.
if coherent with	 , then coherent with subject quaint. conscious

rat.
emp.

if incoherent with!, then incoherent with subjectucaltat.I conscious
rat.



3 Stages

Lonergan Notes - Insight
Lecture 15, p. 1 (C. XIV Cont') --"-" 8ū

underlies
notion of being penetrates

goes beyond

so metaphysics

all other notions

7instances of CS
all specialized knowledge

departments of
soienoe

emp
underlies	 prinoiples la real	 are tot oonsoious subject

rat

penetrates 	 other departments simply a section of total question

spring from source, seek
cannot achieve

common coherence

transforms	 rids CS of dramatic individual group general bias

rids Soienoe of extra-soientifio opinions, amateurish philosophis-
ing

mechanist determinism
in-

non-mechanist determinism

unifies	 original total question met by putting together partial answers 

Keystone
emp

latent - int conscious subject in aotu exeroito 
rat	 `-

problematic - seeking

explicit

in aotu reflexo et signato 

simplioiter A

proportionate being B
Metaphysics

B = conception affirmation implementation of integral

heuristic structure of proportionate being



Lonergan motes - Insight
Leoture 15, p. 2 (C. XIV Conti). '---8ī

Integral heuristic structure 

1..Proper knowledge 	ger essentiem

2..Movement to proper knowledge

urfrom what is known naturally_.._ structure of knowing
structure of objectivity

T	 AND ERRORHIZ
spontaneously : use of structure in aotu exeroito-.- HI T -W

methodically : use of structure in aotu reflex() et si gnato

ohemes
abstract law ‹

tatistioal

genetic operator -- intelligible movement from set of laws Al to
laws A2 and on to An"-' -- non-rational

Dialeotio -- aberrations of development prerational in rational
irrational	 subject

3. integral heuri stic structure

totality of naturally known in all its complications

hence totality of methodical anticipations

hence virtual totality of possible answers

4. makes explicit metaphysios that is latent in spontaneous subjeot
problematic in theoretic subject

underlies
penetrates
transforms	 all departments of knowledge
unifies

5. progressive -- heuristic structures beeline known as science progresses 

'	 knowledge of integral heuristic structure develops

6. nuanoed t certain inevitable, no alternatives, highly probable, obscure

vs	 deduotivism
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7. factual every judgement based on virtually unconditioned - de facto

8. Dependent on soienoes and oommon sense

not as oonolusion from principles
illustrations

but as principle on implementations
applications

critic	 on criticized

emp
it has a principle of its own = int

rat
consoious subject 

bysub jeot is manifested I
not constituted r

soienoes
common sense
reflexion on self

(se if-appropriation)

8. Stable

development as filling out --
general to detailed - stable
obscure to clear

development as higher viewpoint -- transformation of

all basin concepts

all postulates

AMMOSubjeot is not subject to revision only propositions
judgements
oonoepts

revised

in the measure subject known, basin concepts are ad hypothetical 
('basic convictions mt am to

revision 

10. being as explained 

heuristic structure is zer proper knowledge, per essentiam, explained

hence analogous to Ar science is oausas Ilnot ear praedioamenta 

Method in Metaphysics 

Method set of directions that guide a process to a rosult

I
Result explicit metaphysics 1. not a book

but a determination, set of
determinations in a MIND
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Self-appropriation - getting hold olearly and distinotly of

emp
self as int oonsoious subjeot

rat

and its implications

mind in general

not transoendental mind
absolute mind
mind as suoh

but your  mind

Solution to oritioal problem is genesis of oritioal suijeot

oonfusion	 ambiguity
Prooess from people as they are - in native

bewilderment ambivalenoi

experienoes
his pure desire

inquiries
understands
thinks
rejeots
grasps

but undistinguished

even false theories interfere
rejeot true

mistaken orientations
Y defend false

A Paedagogioal 

until some self-disoovery, self appropriation
C

true propositions wrongly understood

false propositions seem true
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Methodical

Major	 ,Isomorphism

Knowing -- a compound of component partial activities

Known -- a compound of component partial objeota

composition of activities---4 composition of known

experience
understanding	 thought

refleotion------4 judgement

matter
form I 	essence jj

existence l------,being

PRIMARY MINOR PREMISS

heuristio structures - recur in all knowing of given type

SECONDARY MINOR PREMISS

filling out of heuristic structures -

i.e. not only structures

but 000urenoe of true judgements

Metaphysics is not a matter ofproving ooaanon sense maer 	 I doing science

it assumes criticizes transforms unifies them

LATENT	 when isomorphism exists but unconsidered

when heuristic structure used but not adverted to

EXPLICIT when advertence added



Dialeotio of Method in Metaphysios

Lonergan Notes — Insight
Lecture 16, p. 1. (q, XxIV,^ ~'g5

.yak,.

1	 in emp soienoes method does not determine results to any notable extent

in philosophy, whioh deals with ultimates, any determination determines

results almost uniquely -- no basic questions left open once any

position adopted
•

hence expeditious consideration of philosophies by considering methods

2.	 deductive methods

A	 universal and necessary truths

oonorete existent

primitive
any system can be oast in form

derived

deductive method has only one problem

because universal —4 abstract
because necessary --- 4all possible worlds

analytic propositions
but not analytic principles	 require concrete judgement

of fact

Emanationism : deduction of processions

Monism : deduction of attributes

Optimism : God must oreate best of possible worlds

Meohanist determinism : given initial situation
all else deduced

Determine primitive propositions 

propositions
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Granted promisees, conclusions follow

But there exists the question, are the premiases to be granted?

1. only one being and all attributes necessary

2. one first and all else proceeds necessarily

physical
> necessity

moral , -

3. many first and all else follows necessarily

Problem of method is not met

C	 possibility of concrete deduction	 e.g. Newton's mechanics

as possibility of metaphysics

Synthetio,.a priori principles

Synthetic : not just definition and syntax

a priori : not given by senses

a not just one set of synthetic a priori -- successive insights
higher viewpoints

.
b not an absolute necessity but a de facto intelligibility

D	 Abstraction 

Sootus : abstract deduo tivism

no insight into phantasm

seeing universal, nexus, deduction

Ar, Aq. : first principles, posit terms, nexus evident

but wisdom needed to select basic terms

,,gift of SpS
wisdom

Ar. First philosophy <revised
unrevised

how does one acquire wisdom? 	 VanRiet 600 .
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Universal Doubt Doubt everything that can be doubted

1. excludes all concrete judgements of foot

not indubitable -- they are only certain 

2. excludes all soienoe and common sense

3. Meaning of all judgements obscure and unsettled

presupposes clarification of polymorphic consciousness

lengthy difficulty -- solution only certain

4. more suppositions satisfy criterion -- I am only supposing 	prior to
reflective
judgement

5. existential subjeot survives -- If I doubt, I am

but what is "I"' "exist" "affirming"

6. criterion of indubitability not indubitable

if only method deductive, if answers necessary
indubit.	 but are these
ex hypothesi	 'indubitable?

is it indubitable that truth certitude
to be set aside

7. universal doubt eliminates reasons for doubting

elim. so., common sense, analytic principles

leaves only suppositions

remove scandal of philosophy	 •

but perhaps nature of philosophy is to reveal
scandal of man

8. universal doubt is leap in dark

What does it imply?
can be said if subject polymorphism known -
but they are not going to be known if criterion šf indubitability

9. proximate results arbitary  s doubting does not change one's acquired
habits

illusory	 : one thinks one's opinions have passed a
test that ether fail to pass



pne...221.rioism

1. Naive failure to analyse knowledge

observe the significant facts

significant only if insight

fact only if judgement 	 .

2, One-sided account of objectivity	 .

only objectivity is experiential 'what is not experiencing
looking
intuiting

r: f.	 cannot Abe knowing

reinforced by confusion of I animal
human

	Augustine normative : riot 	 - not within - but above in	__... 	
eternal reasons

A^ via our own intellectual - created similitude of uncreated
light 1,85,5

b. Scotist see universals - see nexus - see existing F, present as
ex & present 

1, abstract philosophy of all possible worlds

2, no contradiction if intuition of what is not present f, does
does not exist

Lonergan Notes - Insight 
Lecture 16, p.4 (C. XIV) . + 88

knowing

Conflict with Science E, Cassirer	 Erkenntnisproblem 

exn
if' knowing =' ūnd being, then

.':aff '
if knowing = intuiting

things as related to us 	 CS
things as related to one another Sc

then science can be of real, only if sense is of merely a2parent
Galileo	 primary real - secondary apparent

Descartes material substance = extension

Newton	 motions divided into true and apparent

Berkeley	 primary also apparent

Hume	 data of consciousness anmarent
!sense

a priori forts of sensibility-3data I cause ppearancesKant
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i
'phemonenological reduction it p x Yi no judgement
eidetic reduction : observe significant phenomena
transcendental reduction : reduce no ena to noesis
intersubjectivit;nscendental subjects

1. Science is of absolutely necessary
--.r. rmaiimarmc.uzYavrwr•-,_ .•rr:rr:;- 'vrrrTr.'r.••;7 .

2. reduction : elimination of continent particular non-scientific

Common Sense - Eclecticism	 . .
necessary

1 picking out what is certain 	 on basis of CS judgement
probable

2 C& . does not know

a its own nature

b its limitations concrete and particular in familiar situation.

c its aberrations dramatic individual group general bias

3 CS must be accepted - valid, necessary, irreplaceable department of
human knowing

but has to be taught its nature 	 'SECONDARY MINOR
limitations hence
aberrations	 PREMISS

tt
t not CS

w.....w..►.. r+.w.w.. ^Twwr•.!^w'.'M>M•,K •'•::•IF-V r4.;, .: u-.r.a^«y+.....1'; "1"1C1'C,.....r+	 ..._Y.C`9'474,114= 7.1.9•:`.':'t'V' . but.. :critic izefs
4' it brushes aside aim of philosophy 	

CS

pure desire-70 all ordering of all departments

spontaneous subject - thedry beyond his horizon

5	 it denies vital growth of philosophy 

every addition ( position	 t contribution to common goal
counter-rosition

CSE nhilosonhers are very profound - you can't expect to under
stand them

very silly	 - it's dangerous to read them

6 CSE does not want to understand but it undertakes to judge 

you cannot conceive what you do not understand
you cannot judge what you do not conceive

Husser1
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Hegel .	 " Windelband
E. Cassirer4 -
Stace
3. B..Baillie	 Phenomenology of Mind	 Introduction
J. Nippolyte
Findlay

Presupposed Kantian conclusion of immanence - rejected incoherent thing
itself

Marched into vacuum left by Kant - Reason and correlative NOTION

Incomplete	 calls forth antithesis

Negativity	 negates itself

Richly suggestive -- Rational consciousness, subject

principle of interpreting everything

Gnostic : human rational consciousness says Yes No

Divine utters God the Son •••.4 • •..1.."

Vor,"1“4",..,..

Scientific Method

only method isI
knowledge is	

science	 extra-scientific

Philosophy	 not a dam across the stream

not totally separated

but the bed in which the river ofi CS

	

science	
flows

integral heuristic structure 

offered
what grounds succession of rejected 	 scientific theories



Conjugate

events occur

Accident

b. Things exist

accidental, irrelevant
eese

- Act / operari

Lonergan. Notes - In sight 
91Teoture 17, p. 1 (C. XV)

Elements of Metaphysics 

A	 Isomorphism of knowing and known

partial activities

total = knowing

composition, pattern
of partialacts

Heuristic Structure

partial objects

total = known

composition, pattern
of partial -o sects

Most General

1. exp -- potency (emp residue as under inquiry) 

and -- Form

judging -- Act

2. P & F $ A form a unity

That is expressed

3. Share a common definition

= what is understood = what is affirmed
eve

- form sight
seeing

4. object of any scientific doctrine theory
verified
in many instances

5. as in Ar psych	 -	 eye sight	 seeing
ear hearing	 hearing
int poss	 species	 intelligere

6. but no in Ar phys. Form = sensibilia propria

7. Conflict of Ar phvs. with Science [Form not sensible]

C	 Heuristic Structure
MOM

a. Substance

'lore Specialized
7

Central	 lies underneath - unknown .  petiias
matter

central
unity-identity-whole	 conjugates	 - Form --conjugate

(according to 1 aw)

individual 	epatio-.temporal	 potency	 •oentral
ooinoidental aggregates 	 oonjugate
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D	 Heuristic Structure	 Explanatory Genera

One and the same thing has conjugates of different orders

Rat psy
Sensat psy
biology
chemistry
physics

Ti	 Ci	 Si

Ei occurs in accord with S;, at  random, higher regularity Si

1. images in scientist subject to intellectural integration

2. neural processes in animal subject to psychic integrations

3. chemical processes in living thing subject to biological integrations

4. physical processes in compound subject to chemical integration 

Coincidental manifold of conjugate acts of lower order a potency for higher 
forms

no logical transitionCi --^C j	a each a closed system of terms F,
relations

succession of T1 V-P's -- Analogy

Counter-position -- Reductionism rat to-3sens ;neural >biologic 	 chem
phys

i.e. Already out there now =
unverified images
no images

A
Reflect ion - on elementary analysis 	 B

C
D

Limitation
Finality
Development
Genetic Method

Limitation A i Form specific limitation geometry order seeing now
Potency generic limitation understanding will sensing 

existing	 ---t..

B	 Limitation of higher order by lower

a. if higher is higher integration of conjugate acts
of lower integration limited by what it
integrates
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not acts of imagining 

	

intelligence integrates butts	 - 	hence integra-
	colitenrt- 	tionof sen-

sible
universe

Sense imagination  affectivity locomotion 

integrates animal in milieu

biological integrates chemical processes 

b. basic limitation is rp ime potency 

central - individuality

conjugate - spatio-temporal coincidental
manifolds

' ' e0 -150CPXnO 	uĪEH/ ii
B Finality _ what is for end ‘'	 ^=	 '- ------^

!{r VF l5
Limitation potency as determining what cannot be

Inverse to limitation"... ......
	 Finality	 potency as determining what is to be

Heuristic Structure as notion of finality, question 

1. intellectually patterned experience -insight, judgments

	potency --p forms	 acts

2. accumulations of insights --3higAiewpoints

coincidental manifolds of conjugate acts = potency for higher
forms

3. heuristic structure does not determine what is

heuristic g what is to be determined by insights
judgments

so objective process does not run on iron rails of blueprint

but is effectively probable realization of conditioned
series

of schemes of recurrence and of higher things

4. as heuristic structure is becoming known of being

so objective process is becoming of being

5. 1 heuristic structure is an objective process
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conscious
one in which universal striving towards being is intelligent

'	 reasonable

Hence not supplement for efficient causality ut a cuo cujus gratia
correlative 

not pull exerted by future on present 1 pull : efficient
causality

but a theorem, as general as being

Is finality a_ fact
OUR UNIVERSE IS 

not static, but dynamic
not closed, but open
not determined prior to

event, but in event

now = not what is eternally
but moment in process

experience for under-
1. our knowing is a fact, and it is finalistic	 standing

understanding 'for
judgement

judgements for knowledge

2. potency is for form, form is for act,

coincidental manifolds of lower acts are for higher forms and acts

3. "for" not in a deterministic deductivist sense

emergent probability 

4. "for" not some extrinsic agent using things beyond their natures

hut the natures themselves qua coincidental manifolds

providing the possibility and probability of higher forms

S. "for" universal failures part of programme one has thru processes 

working through probability

failures are not defections from course reached through probab
but part of programme

6. "for" is nuanced - not some simple formula

as complex, various, surprising as concrete
universe

7. flexible same result via different routes H. Driesch Sea-urchins

Not just an a priori parallel between  knowing and being, but also a verified
parallel
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our universe is not changeless and motionless

deterministic

sane single level of being	 - ='-,
but effective realization in time of conditioned series of schemes of

ever greater complexity

and things of ever fuller perfection

Development 

emergence 	otherwise coincidental manifolds become
Physics

systematic under a higher integration	 Chemistry
Biology
Sens Pey

correspondence not any lower manifold admits determinate higher' integration

too great a change ir. lower -- expels determinate higher

finality 	lower manifolds are directed towards ever fuller realization of
being

higher integrations 	Static

Dynamic - keeps underlying lower manifolds

until correspondence eliminates prior
integration

emergence introduces later
integration

development 	1.. linked sequence of dynamic higher integrations

egg - chicken - hen
:i.	 .

2. heading towards differentiation, determination .,,
1•

• initial cell - animals

infants - men

3. minor flexibility - many ways to same objectove

major flexibility - shifts objective

Development (p 454) is• • a flexible linked sequence of dynamic and increasingly
differentiated higher integrations that meet the tension of successively trans.
formed underlying manifolds by successive applications of the principles of
correspondence and emergence.
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Genetic Method	 of Classical Statistical Dialectical

Understanding--) Systems	 static
3 changing

data will conform to static system 

diverge from static system 

conform to intelligible senuence$ of changing systems 

conform to non-intelligible senu ences of changing systems 

1. In any plant animal men -- individual existing unity -- constant 

2. Also conjugate potencies, forms, acts -- develop 

3. Acts recur --=--a schemes of recurrence
not just same one scheme

but but flexible circles of ranges of schemes

4. theoretically from regular recurrences to set of correlations

1. verified in events

2. implicitly defines specification of events

3. fixes by relations conjugate forms

S. Es 1212.1!ate forms advance from generic indeterminacy to specific perfection

higher they are, the greater the advance I intellect 
formation of habits

6. classical method	 laws

genetic method	 sequences of stages in which modes of operation 
differ possible
schemes increasē
sit—' ūations mastered 
wie— en —

7. Heuristic structure

a. sequence of stages

b. from generic indeterminacy to specific perfection

c. higher systematization of lower coincidental manifolds

via system-on-the-move 	 correspondence
emergence	 1	 exploited

0



functions of parts Ile 00

Lonergan Notes — 1nsighi
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d. within emergent probability

conditioned series of things and schemes

e. operations in accord with schemes

plant
1, linked with events outside	 animal

man

2. effect systematization of lower manifold

3. so transform lower manifold as to exploit 
correspondence

emergence

identical
Piaget a Stages 1. operation form a group / =xg = U) cp

compound
inverse

2. lower groups of operations integrated into single
higher group

Development 	 occasions, if new, met ty slightly modified 
eration(s)

Organic Development 

description of parts	 -- anatomy

1. intelligibility of each part
physiology 2. its capacity for performance

3. relation of each capacity for
performance to all the
others

transition to thing-itself -- described organs, cells
---, biochemistry, biophysics 

i.e.	 Chemical and physical processes

higher forms to account for regularities beyond Sp

consenuent schemes of recurrence

capacities for performance of organs

a higher system as integrator - ex nede ferculem
from bones the dinosaurs



Psychic and Intellectual Development 

i.e.	 development on 3 levels I Where psychic is higher integration oforganic 

intellectual higher int of psychic 

Human Development
physical

1. Man individual existing unity differentiated by chemical conjugates
biological
sensitive
intellectual

conjugates ground ranges of schemes of recurrence

different situations - different behaviour - different
patterns of consciousness

2. Man develops 
he was not always

whatever he is at any time	 he need not remain so

Lonergan Notes - Insight 
..	 8Leoture 17, p. 8 (C. XV) 

vs higher system as operator - from animal, nlant at one stage

to same at any stage

exploitation of correspondence and emergence 

comparative study of successive stages

e.g. Law of Effect 	 development occurs along lines of success

Intellectual  - our study of insight in ”ath
Sc
CS
Phil

its enormous range -- sensible content - not sensible act

its proper criterion -- not pragmatic success
but good judgement
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3. Law of integration development may be initiated 	 in organic	 level
sensitive
intellectua

externally

a bttt'its'!* to be accompanied by complementary developments

else fragmentary

4. limitation and transcendence 	what one is fy what one is tō be

in man (1) conscious 	(2) can be objectified

(1) pure desire to know - intelligent and rational
namely 1
	

behaviour in universe of being

(2) intersubjectivity, common sense, in habitat 

5. genuineness 	when development is partly conscious - not without
knowledge

error implies conflict between 	 conscious	 components
unconscious

. 	i ,	 ,,	 .

genuineness : no illusions and no pretense 

admission of tension limitation
transc emdence

into consciousness

Sanction failure in genuineness

hides, displaces, does not elim. problem

Counterpositions 

Mechanism 	:	 already out there now

necessary laws

reductionism

Vitalism	 :	 a higher "already out there now"
in atoms	 static

forms ^in organic	 difference is system Ion the move

S lower instabilityhigher flexibility

Holism, Organism 	agree because central forms

but add conjugates integrator operator 

emergence in determinate sense
analogous tophantasm	 form inn

insight	 difference matter



but cases

in each case true	 de facto

are recurrent 

have a structure

structure corresponds to structure of object

NMI

partial acts	 partial objects

1 compound knowing	 compound known
^.r

specific
special sciences fill in knowledge of essence

properties

metaphysics
a. essence left blank

b. whole thins _ structure/
investigated

Lonergan Notes - Insight
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Kantian 	maxim purposiveness : think as if finality 

what can be grasped in data	 is real not as if

el truly affirmed

Aristotle we add a good deal

basin 'to "vital act"

Summary 

principle 

concrete and individual

emp
int	 conscious subject, performing functionally related acts that coales
rat	 into a single knowing

Any Known - Potency form act
Predication - Central and conjugate potency form act
Explanatory genera -- coincidental manifolds of lower acts a potency for

limitation 	H. Forms
finality
development
Genetic method



1
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Met, as Science

.Elements: Knowing x known

M as S : Reflection on Implications of Isomorphism 

Distinctions

Real : ante omne:n operationem mentis

Notional : dependens ab operatione mentis

a. Complete Ignorance

b. Counterpositions	 "Real" has to be known before judgement otherwise
judgement could not be true.

	a 	 • 	 .  

Distinota aunt quorum unum non est aliud

Real: Realiter distincta sunt ouorum realitas unius non est realitas alterius

notional: Ratione distincta sunt quorum concertus unius non est conceotus
al— ra ūs

Mixed	 P real
Problematic if doubt wbether rfrom VP of ultimate explanation ) Q real

L	 J P not Q

• Relations; : Real Notional Mixed Problematic from ultimate 
explanatory VP

1. Which relations survive in ultimate explanation?

a. Primary relativity	 proportion
b. Secondary determinations 	 I A twice, 3, 4, S, 6.

times B
a. Permanent in any magnitude 1 inseparable from its base
b. Variable OP , term of comnarison - with van:Rims in A

Similarly 

Metaphvtcs: Central and Conjugate Potency Form Act i relational
Science:	 Classical Laws: Conjugates defined by mutual relations

tuniversalJ
Relations specified by concrete circumstances

Genetic:	 Relations between successive stages of "System on
the moves:
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Internal and External Relations

• Internal: if removed, base it changed intrinsically
Classical system consists of internal relations, but is

abstract.

External: via determinations that are variable.

Aristotle: Change not primarily'in.category of relation.

Aquinas:	 When Q increases to enualitv with P, then
i. P undergoes no real change
2. P acquires a real relation of enualitv to Q

Lonergan: P and n are always proportionate to each other
The exact measure of this proportion varies with real changes

either in P or in 0 or in both. Variation in this measure
is not in the category of primary relativity, but in its
absolute determinations.

reality of real relation distinct from reality of its base?

CP - Sensist - Relations are known by intellect and so merely
subjective

Transnosed CP - Intuitionist - Looking at relative and looking at
absolute are really different

P - What can be affirmed, can he conceived;
What can be conceived, can be understood.

But any conceptions proceeding from understanding are both terms
and relations,

Where terms fix relations
Relations fix terms
Insight fixes both

potency act; matter form; essence existence; habit o?,eration;''substance
accident

internal relations cannot he really distinct from base

external relations are internal and contingent determinations

Is
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Meaning of Metaphysical Elements 

1. What are they? i.e. what is their es&onae

potency is not an essence, but potency to an essence
second act is not an essence
form is chief component of essence

but Metaphysics not concerned with forms -.4) particular sciences 

1. if you wish to know what the forms are, STUDY SCIENCE

2. DIVISION OF LABOUR

Metaphysician does not know what the forms are

Scientists do not know:

1. Relation of forms to concrete beings structure
of indivi

2. Relation of different sciences

3. Relation of objects of different sciences

3. FURTHER QUESTIONS must be met, but not necessarily in the
SAME SCIENCE

2. Cognitional or Ontological Elements ?

Is the structure real? Are P, F, A really distinct?

Only problem is problem of reality 	 CP already out there nov
P being

Being e_ !-HAT IS TO BE KNOWN BY EXPERIENCE UNDERSTANDING JUDGEMENT

intelligible	 potentially	 formally	 actually 

	

materials of inouiry idea 	 unconditioned 

One and the same is not both intelligible in itself and not intelligible
in itself

essence	 potency	 I	 habit
contingent existence 	 form	 operation

Metaphysical Enuivalence 

Veritas est adaecruatio intellectus ad rem

hence	 True propositions -Things —b P F A
MOD MMIlb NM

judging (proper content)I P

Not same as isomorphism 	 understanding (not concept 	 - F

empirical residue under inauir	 A



0
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True Propositions

ec periencing	 N P
understanding 

(— -i4	 F TRAP +/-)0
EXP
UND $ Metaphysics

judging	 A JUD oonfused'"""
Logical

with Grammatical Analysis
Predicamental

Concreteness	 Metaphysics concerned with being; being is concrete

hence metanhysical enuivalence only if true Propositions 
concrete

e.g. Soorates is a wise man 	 (central form)

T

central act central potency \entral form

habit of wisdom (conjugate form)

dnot that P, F, A are universal
but that individuation
is

intelligible.,. • •
? merely empirical

Problem of individuation

Explanatory	 Metaphysics is concerned with being as explained

Hence: true propositions must be explanatory or
virtually explanatory. Not descriptive

things for us)

else pseudo-metaphysics via pseudo-explanation 

Metaphysics attempts to explain; to know form s without science

Correspondence of true propositions with reality such that

many propositions may refer to one reality

one proposition may refer to many realities



1. Techniciue for saying exactly what is meant

for determining what propositions
the 8403

have	
different

	meaning

2. Liberating science from whirligig of philosophical dialetic

mechanist determinism - nonmechanist indeterminism

Logic not the proper tool - logic immobility

science always on the move

3. Because based in human subject, possesses

to follow range

the capaoity for
differentiation

necessary
to criticize

human sciences

4. Keeps Metaphysic* and Science	 1. distinct	 2.	 interdependent

Lonergati- Note.a .. Insight 
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A is similar to B.
with respect to same form then difference between A and B is

merely empirical

Intrinsic

' Extrinsic

both ecnually true and real
denomination but have conditions of truth

in same reality
in different reality

_ ,

Formal	 cause	 FC E qETAIIMYSICAL EQUIVALENT THAT IS A FORM
effect	 FE 3 proposition made true by FC

Significance of Metaphysical Eciuivalence 
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Unity,

1.' Proportionate Being -- Emergent P••obability

2. Of a concrete Being

A Many components 	
.•_

1. no need for glue -- if there were, question would recur
if did not recur, does not 000ur i

fiFA
PFA relative to one another

2. Central by which a thing is unity - identity - whole

Conjugate by which central form differentiated

3. No recurrence of analysis with respect to components

potency
F
	

not 'each known by Exp
A	 Und

Jud

4. Images of PFA merely symbolic

pertain to things as related to one another
to be imagined must be as related to us
hence no meohanios

5. Not to be confused with Platonism
to one another

Plato	 lit Top). concrete things related 4„„,,,t„to us
Unityof MAN	 lboth  material

and spiritual'

1. Intelligence -- higher conjugate forms
as content = universe 

respect to sense
as act	 - subje0 .

•
•know and control .cr.8ē}erse

2,. Known	 3 intelligible

but knower : intelligent: atoms plants 	 animals intelligible
but not intelligent

3. material = what is constituted as intrinsically
conditioned by empirical residue

I
s- prime potency empirical individuality, plane,

Time, statistical random

forms and acts intrinsically conditioned by prime potency
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spiritual ;; what is neither constituted nor intrinsically conditioned
by empirical residue

aot of understanding abstracts from empirical residue

unconditioned 	 fulfillment of conditions by sensible data

but not sole fulfillment

mere fulfillment is not the unconditioned 
itself

4. Man material by physical chemical biological psychic conjugates

spiritual by intellectual conjugates

Central form: naturally in matter
not constituted by matter
intrinsically conditioned by matter ?

spiritual can do anything that material can do
material cannot do what spiritual can do

Metaphysics as Science i.e. as possessing a technique that systematically
eliminates 1. errors 2. mistaken questions.

Knows precisely what it oan do and how precisely
to do it.

General conformity to.Ar Aq tradition

but (1) not by strokes of genius

(2) not by authority

(3) but by method anyone can learn and practice

Strategy

break-trout : self-affirming subject

experiences his experiencing

understands his understanding

affirms his capacity for judgment

rationality
subjection to

- rational judgment

encirclement : subject concerned with unrestricted objective 



/' counter-positions

positions

Lonergan Notes - Insight
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confinement : P and C-P

P true to true self
intelligence

CP in contradiction with his own
rationality

Not gnly foundation but building 

Human knowing is a compound of acts in determinate structures

partial objects fit together as acts compounded
4knowing

isomorphism equality of structure of
1 known

From simplest to more complex structuresx

any knowing
knowing thing and properties
knowing genera
knowing limitation and finality
knowing development

Further QQ - not a treatise - you work them out

to mere disputation 

possible knowledge of proportionate being

.la s related to us 	 ,.._------- -- --- -- -
of things  	 kietaphysics anticipate s)

' , as related to one another)._..
cience fills out

science fills out \

metaphysics anticipate
occurrent heuristic structure

flOcdurrent heuristic structure

not theology

not common sense

not science

empty assertions

counter-positions
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Reasons lie	 not in more metaphyics
not of metaphysics

fulfillment i but in cognititional fact,	
but of sc•ienoe

----~- '	 aommon sense

Not automatic solutions -- solutions only by intelligence and
rationality 

non-rational looking for security

Does not eliminate obscurantist, obtuse, merely routine mind

but count only in short run - cured by time

familiarity

Origin of Problem__..	
Grace

Medieval theology Landgraf 	 1230
(1/"---- Freedom

ir supernatural	 theology

natural	 reason

Philosophy	 autonomous but as within I theology
Reason	 seminary

'Science	 as proof

Philosophy as providing its own basis 	 Descartes

1. not clearly distinct and separate from 'science

conservation of momentum 

Newton : both

2. secularist philosophy	 .

•Post-Kantian science -- no philosophy

Totalitarian violenceneither theology nor philosophy

nor science
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'Notes on Course given by Fr. Linergan at St. Mary's college, Calif. - 1,61

Notes on Insight
] ,PHYEICS AS DIALECTIC	 Insight - C. XVII I/ 

— Leetli re ^r

spontaneous 	

2.	 distirtions

emp

int	 conscious subject

rat

• C S

--)Metaphysics
i

Counter-positions

critically
reflexive

3. Possibility of understanding any philosophy

as structure under distortion

Heuristic character of such a possibility—) Theory of interpretation:

4. a Preliminaries 1. Mystery and Myth

2. Truth	 1. criterion
2. definition
3. ontology
4. truth and expression
5. appropriation of truth

b Theory  of Interpretation

I.  Metaphysics Mystery Myth

I.l Sense of the Unknown

)Limited 1nowledge1. Pure desire

Unanswered questions a UNKNOWN
we know we do not'

know

Intellectual operations integration of sensitive,_L levels of higher
system

must be corresponding sensitive operatir

Some cosmic dimension
accruing to feeling, emotion,

Some sense of unplumbed depths 	 sentiment

R. Otto Idea of the Holy

3. Two spheres domesticated known familiar

unexplored, str9.nge, undefined outline. of
momentousness

1. Separate	 Sunday, holy places, holy times

Weekday, other places, other times

2. Fused (Wordsworth The earth and every common sight take
on the glory and freshness of a dream

significance



but also with
s

Insight
L.nergan Noes 111

Lecture ap" (C. XVII) -2

Extremely intense aghast, am.zed, entranced, overcome

4. 1vrstery and yth ima6os and emotional retinue -are special
-1-, sphere

as image
as symbol ----> known  unknown
as sign 	 }interpreted 

Quite general and quite permanent

primarily ass.oiated with reliti.n

anti-religious
liberal humanism	 ,
naturalistic nationalism

beyond competence of metaphysics of proportionate being

relevant to metaphysics qua adeu ate self-knowletge

I.2 Genesis of Adequate Self-knowledge -

•bjeotifisation of subject from consciousness 
to knowledge

1. Our Attempt

Insight
Empirical Method
Common Sense
Things
Juigemonts

I
II -V
VI-VII
VIII

IX- X	 .,

Presupposes development of Math Sc Literature Hist Philosophy

i

3. Attempt at self-knowledge and metaphysics may precede passibility of

attainment clear and distin

in fact ; pres.ent but latent operative  but implicit 
•

What is lacking 	concepts language cultural milieu
techiiques - logic, introspection
critical awareness )P•LYARPHISM
Knowledge of what is,lacking Genetic 

each attempt manifestation of man
and of inadequacies of self-knowledge

attained

. Q

•

4
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Insight
1.3	 Mythic Consciousness

1. Adequate Self-knowledge Metaphysio.a

54 59

2. Inadequate self-knowledge	 Inadequate Metaphyaios
Lack of rigorous exolusi,an.•f error
Can be correct on each particular issue yet -

incapable of laying dosnjeneral rule 

Reality, distinction, knowledge, objectivity

3. Philosophies appear in antithetical pairs

. Cogits - Malebranche Spinoza Leibniz Y^olff^
Cartesian	 Kant

-- Extension - Hobbes Locke Berkeley Hume s' .

Nature Philosophers Heracli tus Aristotle Epicurus
Eclectics

Eleatics	 Plato	 StoicsPythagoreans

4. "Before Philosophy"	 I Henri Frankfort&Coj- _-_ Chicago 1946
Penguin 1949 51

-
-^.^

(MirceligeT

Real - Real distinction

Straddling Rational judgement not enough

Must be imaginable, sufficiently intense, named and these
alone can suffra 

quot nanina, tot numina

Contrary judgement could break nythic construction

but contrary judgement has no experientt l basis re known
unknown

Adequate metaphysics must distinguish besides Position s & Ceunterpositic

also	 Description & Explanation

• Explained is not related to us except ty. remote impli-
cation

Explained may be erroneously imagined Mechanist deter-
minism

Quantum indeter-
minism

Projections	 Projection -

feelings belong to space 
causality
properties 

bodies

Partial insight for comprehensive

Heuristic structure for insight

Limit : mythic oonsciousness

violation of parsimony
•

stranger strand because projection
does not work

i 	 4	
1	 `

I GnosticMagician

absence of distino tione

numbers
- tools
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1.4 Myth and Metaphysics 

untutored ,...------' myth

via mistake —.4 metaphysics

Counter-positions being m MYTH

Pure Desire
j,  haresy_...-+ dogma

I+5 Myth and Allegory

parable NT
1) deliberate use of

1 myth	 Plato

22 prior to deliberate use there is the indeliberate - unexplained

wise man speaks in riddles

I16 Mystery

1) concrete living needs affect-laden images 

21 They need it be mythical 

they may meet demands of rational self-consciousness 

3) error of rationalism

Paradise Lost 	 South Pacific 

Artemis and Aphrodite 	 i) Pin-up girl 

2 Notion of Truth

2.1 Criterion	 Proximate	 Virtually Unconditioned
independAf of judging subject
public, co upon terrain, communication

Remote	 Normative objectivity re origin of related
insights	 formulations	 •

F.requenoy I Actual
Ideal

Probable judgement does not moan it occurs so often

but means that it approximates tov+ards uncondit•



Lonergan-Notes. - ]&ht 
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e. * r:. f, 7Qps
• Certainty

unconditioned has no degrees

but security about onus own
detachment

in inquiry has
completeness

1) flight from personal commitment J have oourage If con- 
3ēacti ve-

vioti ons	 rational-	 i
method, logic 	 t

2) has of common sense senseivhen not general, offset by wide
agreement

3) judgements express conditions of possible truth, error

cannot be revised without revising revision, revisers 

2.2 •Definition

Being : what-is to be known truly

truth, correspondence of knowing to being

non-diffarenoe ( 	 oelf-knowledge)
" .

2_$ Ontological Bein is the intelligible, rot distinct, different, a-

conformity of being to intellect
part

2.4 Truth and Expression

as affirmation or negation -	 Jtdgement
1. Expression

	

	 as combination_of words and phrases - Insight
as' materi ar ultipliaity

Judge and Assert - will to speak truly
2. Difference	 Understand thing - understand how to use language

Experience - verbal fecundity (experiensein education

Experience

3. Interdependence, interpenetration 

1. Fix the experience, the image - 	 ' NAME

2. Retain the insight -	 j FORMULATE

3. Hold what you know
AFFIRMATION

Distinguish it from what you do not ) DISTINCTION
Question
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4. Relations or  n rks to one another

Basi lexicography - vtiords via more words 

Relations of words to reality 

They can mean (formal)	 do mean (full, true)

5. Knōwl edge and Expression

1. develop together

same common sense
2. tend to coincide when	 same grasp of science

same grasp of philosophy

3. gulf when alien common sense
when ignorance of subject and knowledge
when teacher and pupil
when now ideas
when great man of past and present reader

Expression is to someone, to an audience 

Communicate insight A

insight B : what one can take for granted as under-
^'	 steed C

ird ght D : what one has to add to remedy diTficien-
• 	 vies E

Practical insight F assuming C and correcting E

in communication of A
governs expression

Hence, expression not properly true or false

but adequate ar inadequate for audience x

Adequacy variable primd pally re A

expeditious re E (can be series El • Ea , E3 .••••

expression may be comVlex :then truth is simple 

if hearer, reader, understands - easier than rolling off a loj

if hearer, reader, does not understand

has to learn obscure, difficult, tunnel

Only pea pie who understand everything have right to expect everyC.
thing clear



:::. -' 
.•1grō uee 20 p. 7 ... (Ce' r7

.	 4r „I..5►-  4.46pri ati on of Truth

.>'• `	 Cognitional 

acquiring insights - sel f-oorre oting pr ooess of learning

identification 	- picking out experiences that are exactly
to the point

being ablo to teach

orientation positions and counter-positions

'dominating other's minds

iDynamio 	•

not in terms of precise terns, definitions, fixed uSae

but in terms of openness, to learn MD re

SNOOD

Volitional 

bad will makes truth unwelcome

unweloane truth tends to be overlooked

spontaneity of imagination, memory

as well.as willingness

Volitional effective in themeasuro it has at its disposal affect-laden

images that move body to act.

3. Truth of Interpretation

1. Critical subject is 1. transoultural 

can relate and thereby understand varietic

of human thought conviction opinion

testimony

Solidarity

one cannot learn much without identifying

probi on a
one runs off to false	 if C-P	 .gyp

exclusions
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2. historical

dogs his own thinking affirming believing
deliberating

choosing vithin th a context of past present
(futurE^ ' story '

because not only intellectual pattern of experience

entering into
polymorphic • subject••'

understanding
but also capable of

2. Problem of interpretation

Expression	 verbal flow governed by practical Insight F
based on insight B grasping knowledge of audience C

on insight D grasping igno
for comm unication of insight A

Simple Ihterprotatiion

practical insight F'
on insight B' grasping knowledge C'
on insight D' grasping igioranoe E' •
to communicate At (= A)

Refl^eetive Interpretation

practical insight F"	 '
based on insight B" grasping iiowledge	 C" of diff E E'

'
on Insight D" grasping ignorance E" of diff C E'

l'hence one understands identity A and Al

As many reflective interp ze tati n s as audiences re" E" variable:s3

3.2 Notion of Universal Viewpoint 

1. - potential totality of genetically and dialectically related vieoints 
actual total ity is in history of religion culture civilization science

2. - potier_tial totality is xi x2 X3

• Xi1 Xi2 x13

genetic P system on move

Xia 	dialectical CP system distorted

1,	 by non- pre- ir- rati oral

What are the, "X" , see dooumtnts, monuments
hisin rica l'Ig7117r

se from data i 4Th..r
two parts ---r"..-succession of opinions

based

• ••. .0

i Xa E1 4.



paper
on papyrus

stone

Le r ^.	 ^► Lonorgan Notes..
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3. - potential totality of meanings

lingui stt a
11 not phonetics, comparat i ac grammar, 1 ex icography, 	 analysis

stylistic
proximatdly concerned with expression

21 but possible constellations of sources
acts
terms

of meaning
•

- potential totality as ordered 

benetiaally - system on the move 

dialectically - polymorphism of human consciousness

- order is potential 

genetic rol ationships - sane goal by many mutes'

dialeitio - extremes : already ott there now - true affirmation

de facto : anywhere between extremes

6. - 1"that is ordered is advancing from generic and indeternirate

to spccifie and differentiated

7. - Universal viewpoint is universal

I not by abstracting	 (inasmuch as ••••

but by āar:crote totality	 luniver sal = ALLJ

No interpretation without interpreter 

Interpretation is advance from spatial order of marks

through
oxperi a c e
understanding	 of subject
judgement s

ro protean notion of being protean :vat can be thought
to be 

'What can be thought to be

combination of exper 	lack of exper 
insights 	a k of insi ght s
rat judj	 lack of rat judj
ōr er ions

As presented not univr3rsa.1 lanbuago

other philosophers ,would prefer different use
real, illusory

position , CP
true , false

mystery , myth	 Etc).

any
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but there is a pi rt ice la r phil o so phy -chat grounds U. V P

stxu cture of subject
add distortions and o-isdons
then basic character of any philosophy, pro•philoesphy

but tidal is philosophy with hioh we' arc concerned

Levels and Sequences of Expression

Level's,

purely experiential : oxelamati on
artistic order irg of experience : song
rationally affi rmed ordering : statement of fact
add wish command request

further experience : psychological con ditioning
insight
udgerne t I not directly : lit o re.ry

Term	 insight dir eetly . sciont ifi c
judgement directly 	 philosophy 
acti on directly : rhetoric 

Intersubjeobive, int el lig once, true	 good	 right
false	 bad	 evil

-Sequences ..-- .from . undifferentiated to dif far cnti ated

Source

philosophy first expressed in verse bnpedooles
lags j

science = natural philosophy

genera 1ittorari a not a priori but a  posteriori 

3.4. Limitatiotss of the Treatise	 .

Treatise • Pruata'oal insight F
knowledge C

disregard differences in auditors
ignorance E

'	 I , : . 	 refer L° other works

{ order what one has to say by logic qua technique 

}	 defin.itios
_______ .1 deductions 

postulates

Logic $ o#o has to presuppose iritJai language known

t!i bo able to expound basic logical terms, rules
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Math's : any section can le p iv sartt ad in treatise

but any section raises :juastions it cannot answer

'Z qq j Z 	 pose. ans.

Phys Chem : system up to a point

bLut group of unsolved questions

potentiality "systan on the move"

re	 "static system"

Biology etc. : "sys tem on move" re "system on the move "

Human : "system on the move" genetically

dialectically

3.5 Interpretation and Method

Lower Blade	 f interlocking of data	 Genetic operators

Upper Blade linking of islands of interlocked data

a. Genetic and dialectical sequences of meanings

b.Levels and sequences of op rossion

3.6 Counter-positions 

Minor Resistance	 Physics people that can do experiments
people that think out the qq to

be settled by appeal to experi-
ment

iEt ory people that gather, edit, index
documents; ti•rrite monographs 

people that put scores of monogreph
together
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Good: particular, : object of desire 	 aversion : empirical 

order	 : recurrence	 exclusive : intellectual
family
economy

]]politics
ltechnol,

valuelue	 : why an order preferred 

Will spiritual appetite
value

good as presented by intellect lof order
of particular goods

I particular good

I as within order
that possesses value

willing revealed in act

Rational self-consciousness 

rational consciousness moves from true to truth about good 

one and the same is knower and doer
external effects

truth about a good	 choice of truth
makes himself

Opposite

flight from self-consciousness flight to activity 

rationalization 	 adjustment of theory to practice

what is done	 what:ought to be

moral renunciation : vido meliora proboque
deteriora autem sequor

Man in  Concrete 

a mixture : honour among thieves

I.3	 Value

particular good falls under order

orders qua objects of possible rational choice : = values

willingness ease frequency of willing 
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true
flight

false values possibility of choice 	 rationalization
moral renunciation

terminating : what is chosen

originating : value of good will

actual

in process

in prospect

hierarchic 

objects of desire subordinate to good of order

good of order subordinate to value

terminating to originating
condition	 conditioned

some terminating suppose others
more general	 less

from hierarchy : moral precepts

obligation exigence of consistency knower and doer

knowing truth about good willing this good

with the thoroughness of pure detached dis-
interested unrestricted desire to know •

	

1.4	 Method of Ethics 

Dynamic structure of human knowing-Oetaphysics of proport
being

Dynamic structure of human doing -- ethics

	

1.5	 Ontology of good 

good of order : special case in emergent probability

not merely probability ----4 emergence

but	 possibility 	 > insight -->
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2	 Notion of Freedom

2_1	 Statistical residues 	 coincidental manifold poss. higher
systematiz.

no determinism from below upwards

free choice is choice of order (higher systems on
lower manifold)

2.3	 Practical insight	 not order that actually is

but order that can

should be (value)

2.4	 Practical reflection	 shall I

possible

such and such consequences

	

•	 satisfies
good -	 existing order

improves

no internal term Hamlet

2.5	 Decision

rationality of .judgment	 truth (conformity to object)

rationality of decision

occurs in new dimension of consciousness

I choose to be rational in doing

part. good'

	

I choose such order	 _.-for self

	

value	 1'y for others
personal relations 

2.6	 Freedom 

not underlying spontaneity

presupposed higher spontaneity

but in use of higher imposing order on lower

choice not deducible : deduction presupposes I choose
to be rational doer

choosing actively = consciousness of freedom
(experiment of freedom Sartre)



1a11. Willingness, Willing 

Knowing - act easy prompt pleasant
else

Learning - hard slow painful 
of

alum - easy if willingness

but to acquire
willingness I long

difficult

persuasion 

Key point: willingness to be persuaded

' .implies possibility in time of
universal willingness

but llinrness to be persuadedE perfect 
good will

Effective freedom has to be won gratia sanans

elevans

Lonergan Notes - Insight 
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3	 Problem  Qf Liberation 

3.1	 Essential and effective free dom

essential : from structure of decision choice

effective : will I do it 

11 Conditions of effective freedom

Ekternal circumstances	 Bedouin free to mount camel
but not to paddle kayak

Eskimo not free to mount camel
but free to paddle kayak

historical causality : what would have happened if
Clopatra's nose an inch
longer, thicker

Psvchoneural state this is completely automatic flight.
This is 	



true
empirical evidence for false doctrine on

good

3.5	 Sol ution is supernatural,

Lonergen Notes .• Insight
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1.4 Moral -. Imno_, tens.

to learn	 to know
have

to be persuaded to be willing

have	 to choose here and now in function of actual

intellect
tabula rasa

knowledge

willingness
ignorance

settle one's willingness
and will

onus actual choices based on

dynamic of events against us

all men in same trap------ social situation	 surd —



this  that being
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MCP
Transcendence ,'	 r

P	 (1) .., further qq

(2) further qq that give rise to H VP

1(3) higher integration systematization
Transcendent Knowledge

XIX general : knowledge of what lies beyond proportionate being

XX special : knowledge of higher integration in man

through his relation to God

2. Immanent Source of Transcendence

unrestricted desire

total	 what is - that it is
excludes	 obscurantism —)objective

partial	 what is not--that it
is not

3. Unrestricted desire —limited attainment rfool can ask more qq.

Critical which are the qq we can answer?

ab esse ad posse valet illation
can : settled by fact

Lcompatibility of notes proves possibility
[exists

if God
L omnipotent

critical problem (in this sense) strategy 

some can be answered, if others can	 .

4. What is Being?

So far :A question considered only at a remove

1. Spontan. Notion pure desire

2. Heuristic Notion whatever can be grasped intelligentl;

affirmed rationally

3. Restricted acts of understanding	 conceiving

affirming
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4. Idea of being 

(1)

a. conceive it 

b. affirm it

(2)

(3)

(4)

idea = content cE act of understanding

idea of being = cor,t.nt of unrestricted act of

understanding s understanding

everything about everything

conceive	 Idea of being	 5.

Primary component	 6.

Secondary component 	 7. '

causality	 8.

Idea of being = Idea of God 	 9.

Affirmation of God	 10.

5. Idea of Being 

1. Being B. objective pure desire

Idea of being = content of unrestricted act of understanding

2. Idea absolutely transcendent  - understand everything, o further qq

3. Completely universal and completely concrete - all about all

4. Being is intrinsically intelligible4idea of being = idea of all
intelligibi-

lity
5. Good = intelligible

6. Unrestricted act is a single act - if total understanding divided

among many acts, none the

unrestricted act

7. Idea of being is one idea - if many, then intelligible related or not

if related, one idea

if not, then not one act or the one
act would not understand

d 
h 	.::3.
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. One but of many

Immaterial but of material

Non-spatial but of spatial

Non-temporal but of temporal

of ever;'ting - some things are material many

temporal spatial

but understanding itself beyond emp.
residue

9. No impossibility - our idea of positive integers 

• 10. Primary and Secondary Component
qua understanding

qua of everything

-.6.  Primary Component

Intelligent	 , : insight into series
actually

Intelligible	 =

Intelligible	 =. Independ. of emp.
resid.

:'series of positive
integers as conceived

potentially ( Intelligible	 = what can be under-
stood : material multiplicity

another & another *
another

Unrestricted understanding understands everything

it understands unrestric ted act

(2) understands everything else

7. Secondary Component

(1 ) - primary component

- secondary component

Exist statistical Residues - Random divergence from probability

not just cloak for ignorance

Still from viewpoint of finite intelligence that knows systematically
generally

unrestricted act knows pattern of diverging series of conditions 

pattern of schemes of recurrence
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Causality 

1	 Analytic proposition becomes analytic principle

When terms and relations occur in concrete judgements of fact

Finality	 use of bridge

Exemplar	 architect's design

Efficient	 tax payers, town council, contractors, workers

Causality verified within proportionate being 

Is it verified with respect to proportionate being as a whole

creation 
not in sense that we observe

conservation

a but in sense that "being" is intrinsically intelligible

objective of pure desire

anything we can know it intelligible

to deny it, re known is to deny knowledge 

to deny it, re unknovn is obscurantism 

b intelligibility of being within proportionate universe is incomplete 

judgment virtually unconditioned - do facto 

as long as within proportionate universe 	 de facto

existence

occurence

central

conjugate
act Ijudgment

understanding : not absolute necessity

but de facto, empirical sc

c if being is intelligible, then there must be a transcendent being

that is
(1) self-explanatory

(2) explains everything else
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Lonergan Notes - In
Lactt re 22, p. 5	 (C. XIll

Notion of God

Idea of being = what is meant  by God = concept of God 

1	 If unrestricted act, understands itself . ' .it is primary intelligible

If it is true - no further qq

no poss. revision correction development

invulnerable

true

3	 It is primary being 	 not only intelligible but intelligent

spiritual being

4	 Primary being without any defect

if there were, unrestricted not,
uld
grasp what was missing

but this is impossible act = primary intelligible

Primary being = good because good is intelligible 

Primary being without any defect = absolutely good

true	 affirming
without defect

good 	 - )loving

7	 self-explanatory -- for complete in intelligibility

8	 unconditioned

9	 necessary or impossible

10	 only one 	another either different and then not unrestricted

or just another and then material

primary intelligible 
11	 simple, unrestricted act =

intelligence

•
being true good

affirming loving



knows power correlatives

Lonergan Notes — Insight 
L^:oinvTe 22, p. 6 (C. XIX)	 131

but as intelligence added co intelligible - it understands
itself

affirmation added to truth - of itself it is without defect

no conjugates - because one in its order

no potency	 - it does not develop

no distinction form and act - it is necessary or impossible

12	 timeless

without continuous time - No Emp.Resid.

without ordinal time	 - Does not develop

13	 eternal  if it exists, it is eternal

eternal = timeless existence

14	 Secondary intelligibles are conditioned 

What are also understood if unrestricted act understood

•	 are distinct	 conditioned vs unconditioned 

not'distinct realities

not known by a look

primarily being of itself without defect

and so nothing further needed for it to understand
everything

distinct aua objects of thought

distinct but not distinct realities

possible 

reality —77-=?, God

15	 omnipotent efficient cause

is ground of all possible being, all possible good 

defect if ground only of possible but not of actual

0



Lonergan Notes - Insight 
Leo•tnre 22, p. 7 (C. XIX)	 182 '

16	 omniscient exemplary cause •

idea of being

17	 free

secondary intelligibles possible but conditioned 

in intelligiblity

in goodness

possible and conditioned-3 contingent

contingent	 ) not necessary

as being	 not arbitrary 1.:rational free choice

18	 free choice, knowledge of existence of freely chosen

not a further reality in God - primary being does not develop

Hence every contingent predication concerning God is extrinsic 
denomination 

Extrinsic denominator temporal - divine act if imminent, eternal 

Efficacy	 one and same condition for truth 	 God knows wills effects

it is

Efficacy does not impose necessity— necessity 	 absolute

conditioned

19	 Creator	 what would be presupposed by divine action

would be unexplained - not being - nothing

20	 .Conserver efficient causality	 re being

not re beginning to be

21	 First Agent - every event has conditions

conditions scatter throughout universe

only cause of all is cause of each

applies every agent to action

hence every created agent an instrument

222, Banez Molina



(2)

(3)

22=	 Ultimate final cause

Why is it

Why is itgpod

ground of all value

Lonergan Notes
Lecture 22, p. 8 (C. XIX)

efficient

final - divine choice

23
23 	 Enlargement of Metaphysics 

proper knowledge - Unrestricted Act
What is being?

analogous knowledge

24	 Enlargement of Ethics

obligation -	 > God's will

2S . 	God not cause of evil : no cause

basic sin	
6,
?

positive act '

consequences of positive act

26.	 Personal, Subject

(1) Intelligence Affirming	 Loving

Intelligible Truth 	 Good

Unrestricted act of Rational Self-Consciousness

Personalist view of order of universe

order is effect of person regarding persons 



Lonargan Notes w Inai t
Leoture 22, P. 9 (C. XIX)	 1334

Affirmation of God

1. not ontological argument 	 Analytic
proposition

principle

2. conclusion to argument	 I, 3. 4

If the real is completely intelligible, then God exists

But the real is completely intelligible .•. Therefore ....

	MINOR	 Real is completely intelligible, if real is being

Real is being

	

tat	 Being is completely intelligible	 objective of pure desire

to be known by answer-
ing all qq.

	

min	 Real is being if positions

MAJOR (1) if real is completely intelligible, complete
intelligibility exists

(2) if complete intelligibility exists, idea of being exists

(3) if idea of being exists, God exists

If complete intelligibility, then not potential but 	
understanding( m teriai)

If understanding, then further questions, or unrestricted

If further questions incomplete

... unrestricted
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